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VoL XLVI-No. 7 The Ithacan. Ithaca. New York. O,·rnlwr I~. IQ7~ 
Your Right To Vote. 
A YEAR OF DECISION 
Throughout this week students will be receiving. 
mail from their Board of Elcd1ons. Contained in 
these letter~ will be applications for absentee 
ballo.ts. It is essential that these apphcat1ons be 
completed in full and returned as soon as possible. 
Failure to do so- will result- in the individual's 
disenfranch1semen t. 
In 1968, approximately 60% of the elig1bk 
voting populace exercised their right to vote. 
Richard Nixon won 43.4% of those voting or in 
cffed, 25% of Lhe total eligible voting population. 
His margin ol victory in the popular election was a 
slight 1-2% over Hubert I-L Humphrey. This bqiled 
down to a bare average of four pro-Nixon votes 
per election district. 
Although the issues and the positions of each 
candidate will not be discussed here, the 
significance of the newly enfranchised 25,000,000 
voters over age 18 can not be underestimated. For 
the first time in the United States, the views and 
opinions of legally recognized adults will be heard 
a n d e v a I u a t e d b y t.h e p e o p I e in 
power. Therefore, no matter which candidate 
you decide to support, if you choose to vote 
absentee, you should be fully aware of the 
procedures involved in insuring your vote's 
effectiveness. When you receive your absentee 
ballot, read it over carefully. Be aware of all races 
you are eligible to vote in .. For example, in 
addition to electoral races there will be 
[lTO positions on the ballots in several states, 
pertaining to bond issues and changes in state laws. 
In order to assure your right to vote, if you are 
an absentee voter, the following steps should be 
ta1,en. First, check the return date on the ballot 
and make sure the ballot is returned by that date. 
It is suggested that it should be sent by certified 
mail with a return receipt requested. This will cost 
approximately thirty cents and will establish an 
indelible record ot your vote. 
For tl1ose voting in Tompkins County, several 
preparations should be made. Most important is to 
locate the address of your local polling place. This 
information can be obtained from the Board of 
Elections .. Next, for young voters, be sure to cast 
your ballot early. If you are denied the right to 
,, 
Helpi~g handicapped people, regardless of 
national boundaries or ideologies of governments, 
is, ideally, the task of professionals in the field of 
medicine and allied he'alth. A man·who personifies 
that credo is Dr. Walter Carlin of Ithaca's Speech 
Pathology and Audiology Department. The 
Ithacan talked to him the other day upon his 
return from a !=Onference o_n the deaf in Budapest. 
Dr. Carlin is. first and foremost. a man of the 
world. A person who professes to love cities and 
countries as well as .their peoples. he had some 
interesting observations on life in Budapest. The 
seriousness of the city impressed him: everything 
a bout · the capital ·of Hungary is precise and 
functional-like the. workings•of a fine clock. But 
there -are ·contradictions -within the surface of 
austerity and grim purpos~ and th~y 1i1ade quite an 
impression on ·nr. Carlin. On a tour of the national 
headquarters of the Comnmriist Party. Carlin and 
his group witnessed the grand exit of the head of 
the - party,-into his chauffer-driven '.\1c'rc<'d<'s. --1 
thought he'd ·.be driving a Volkswag<'n."" Carlin 
admitted with tongue in cheek. 
Not unlike the Western nutions. Hungary has a 
definite problem-as far as its policy on h<.'alth care 
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vote at tht' polhng place, you ~hould go d1redly to 
the Board of Elections. When you arrive, make 
your presence and complaint known. You will be 
referred to a derk who will obtain your voting 
records for you. After this, you will then go bdore 
a judge who will make the determination whether 
or not you will be able to vote. If, on the other 
11'and, yciu vote late. your nght to due process may 
be jeopardized. 
Having encompassed all the registered voter~, 
ther are stlll those potential voter~ who have been 
denied their right ·to vote. In a decision onginatmg 
in the Federal District Court on a case presented 
by the Amencan Civil Liberties Union, the Court 
ruled that potential voters may register in the 
community that is the locus of their present 
concern, significantly : 
'"That Ithaca and Tompkins County are the 
center of my life and the locus of my present 
concern, and that there is no other community to 
which I have more definite ties of interest." This is 
the basis on which disenfranchised voters may 
bring suit to obtain their vote. For those affected 
by this decision, they should contact Lesly 
Lernpert of the Tompkins County A.C.L.U. at 
273-0029 as soon as possible. In order for the 
A.C.L.U. to bring a class action suit, one hundred 
plaintiffs are needed (i.e. potential voters who 
have tried to register in Tompkins County and 
who have been turned down). 
With this recent court decision, there will be a 
potential 25,000 student voters in Ithaca. This 
figure equals the non-student voting population of 
the town. Students therefore, may have a m9re 
substantial voice in the politics and policies of the 
Ithaca Community. Comparatively, this effect is 
not unique to Ithaca. In Berkeley, for instance, 
student voter participa lion has decided many 
recent elections. This may, in fact, be the case in 
any area in which the newly franchised voters 
. decide to exercise their nght. By votmg absentee 
however, and being forced to file early, one is not 
privvy to the fullest survey of the candidates' 
position. In effect, one is conceding his absolute 
right to self-government by not casting his vote m 
his residual community, that of his greatest 
mtewst. 
This is a year of decision. No matter whJl the 
outcome this fall, we will have lo live with 11. In 
order to make the dctcrn11nal1on of humJn 
existence most palatable lo you, exerci1.e your 
rights m the mo~t rcpre~entat1vc WJY you dct"m 
possible. 
lhue Can Be A One World" 
is concerned. Although medi<;:_al facilities under the 
government's socialized medicine are good for the 
most part, common people are forced to wait a 
long time to see physicians; prjvate doctors are 
available but frequently only by those dnven m a 
Mercedes. 
Programs on the deaf have not made great 
strides in Hungary. Dr. Carlin tells why: "Their 
complaint is one we're beginning to hear here: 
Money: . .In light of the fact that it is a welfare 
state, money is allocated to vanous things: they 
are, however. doing very well with the amount of 
money they have-;md that is primarily due to the 
dedication of people involved in this work. But 
they are not making the strides behind the Iron 
Curtain on a pa.,- with even the nations of 
Scandanavia. It seems to com<' down to a matter 
of priorities:· 
Dr. Carlin spent the 1970-71 year on sabbaticJI 
in Ghana. The vear in Ghana was something ot a 
trip defem/d f~r Carlin and his family: after he 
graduated from sehool in England ( under the 
tutelage of Alexander Ewing-the man for whom 
the lthacJ Speech Clinic is named I he and his w11t: 
wanted to do work in Africa: but. at that tune. 
then.• was trouble in );igeria ( the country where 
.they had intended on going I so he· ·came 10 
"another underdeveloped area-ithaca" hie) ·r he 
privilege of domg work in Ghana wa, happily 
received by Carlin and. vice ver,a--hy the 
government of Chana "That fir,! government 111 
has; smce been toppled hy a military coup earlier 
th1~ year) gave tre:nendou~ ,upport to the deaf anti 
handicapped (;hana, which i~ a nation of k 
million people ha, 8 ,ch ooh for the deaf. a teacher 
training ,choul for the deaf. and J modern 
ho~p1lal ,pec1al111ng 1n a1tl1ng the 
handicapped-all in a 'io,alle<l underdeveloped 
country. It', ju~t fantastic'" 
We talked about what could he a prohlcm of 
re~entment on the part of the black man to while, 
from Europe anc3 America ,taffmg 
many program, on the <leaf: hut ft:elmg of racial 
animo,11y are almo,t n.:gligihle. Dr. Carlin told u,. 
be~·au,e mo,t of the worker, in the re,earch 
program, and c.:limc.:, m the vanou, .\frican 
1:ountrie, ar.: now national,. The Jew f ore1gner, on 
the staff~ are. welcomed tor whate\'er a'-oS1,tancc 
they can provide.· Ile I ping the deaf. then. " a 
proJect that tran,cend, rae1al and pohtKal 
difference~: It i, only when an ulterior pohuc.:al or 
economic objecti\'e 1, apparent la, i, the 1:a,c wnh 
£011111,ued 011 paxe two 
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Student Pregnancies 
Chaplain's Office, Health Center 
', 
Offer Counselling 
by Abby Cox 
In spite of all the information 
available on campus concerning 
birth control, enough 
pre g nan c i es st i 11 p e r sist to 
warrant a summary of what kind 
of help 1s available to girls on 
this campus, where to obtain it, 
and through whom. The logical 
starting point is of course the 
Health Center since it is first 
necessary to establish that a 
pregnancy does in fact exist. 
Speaking with Dr. Hammond, 
Director of the Health Center, 
one gets the feeling of a very 
warm, friendly and open 
atmosphere. In talking with him, 
Dr. Hammond stressed not only 
the absolute confidentiality of 
the Health Center but a!so the 
fact that the girls need 
competent medical supervision 
and reasonable medical advice. 
Approximately two thirds of the 
pregnant girls going to the 
Health Center are referred to 
Rev. George Clarkson in the 
Chaplains Office for counseling, 
however the Health Center does 
help the girl, in any way possible 
if she wants. Dr. Hammond 
stated that while the Health 
Center will not advocate any one 
path for a girl to chose, once she 
has decided, the people there 
will do everything to help her in 
her decision. A girl who wants to 
keep her pregnancy is certainly 
able to and the information will 
not be divulged at any cost. It is 
not necessary to leave school, 
and the Health Center is willing 
to help the girl with not only 
medical but other arrangements 
as well. Ithaca College was one 
of the first of seven colleges in 
the country to initiate birth 
control as a "teaching .thing" 
and Dr. Hammond feels that this 
is carried over into the realm of 
pregnancy. There is never any 
moralizing or preaching, but Dr. 
Hammond feels strongly that the 
girl should be made aware of not 
only the physical aspects of her 
pregnancy but also to all the 
options available to her in an 
open atmosphere prior to 
reaching a decision. He never 
wants a girl to feel pressured 
into any choice. Not only are all 
the Nurses and Doctors 
sympathetic to the problem but 
Mrs. Blackman, a 
Nurse-Clinician, is being 
specially trained in aspects of 
college medicine and is available 
to talk with concerned women 
on a woman to woman basis. 
Familiar with pregnancies, she 
has also seen abortions 
performed and so can also 
explain the procedure accurately 
and in depth. If a girl opts for an 
abortion, as most seem to be 
doing now, a follow-up 
afterwards with comprehensive 
medical care is standard. Dr. 
Hammond concluded that a 
student should·' come to the 
Heal!h c·enter staff for any kind 
_of help first. They will prov1cfe 
the answers or refer the student 
to someone who can. He. felt, 
how-evep, it was a good l'lace to 
start. 
George Clarkson is the man 
most girls see for counseling - or 
just to have someone to talk to. 
One of the main reasons George 
feels that the girls feel free to 
come Lo see htm is because of his 
unique confidential setting. He 
keeps no records and is removed 
from the ''mill of Deans". Since 
he is not a part of the 
"off i c i a I" college counseling 
staff, he is not bound to keep 
records or refer them to anyone 
else. Operating from this free 
setting, George is completely 
non-directive and talks strictly 
one to one, person to person 
basis. Although he will not 
advise a woman tu have ,lll 
abortion, if she doc.:, reach this 
decision herself, George hd, up 
to date information on Doctors, 
places and prices and he can 
refer her himself. A girl never 
has to go unaccompanied to 
have an abortion. Other girls 
who have been through the same 
experience volunteer to talk 
with a girl who might be 
1 n t crested sometimes give 
"moral support" and some "first 
hand" knowledge. He has kept 
up with the latest information so 
that he can help a woman 
competently if she choses this 
path. George finds that most 
doctors are very considerate of 
the situation, the girl, the boy, 
and the parents if they are 
involved. He urges girls strongly 
to come back and talk with him 
afterwards finding that most 
girls feel a sense of relief, and 
few have second thoughts. Often 
the men are more upset than the 
women, however George finds 
that regardless of the situation, 
most couples· are able to face the 
situation together and be a great 
help to each other. George will 
counsel both the man and the 
woman as the situation warrants 
in regard to problems that may 
arise afterward. Concerning such 
a sensitive issue George said, "I 
feel strongly that no one should 
legislate morality." He believes 
that it is a very personal decision 
to be made by a woman herself 
and whomever she feels is 
involved. According to statistics, 
so do most residents of New 
York State. 
George originally became 
involved in the counseling 
through the Clergy Consultation 
Service before the Abortion Law 
was liberalized. After special 
training with a gynecologist and 
Planned Parenthood, and 
equipped with a legal consultant, 
the group was able to provide 
pregnant girls with sound advice 
on competent medical people. 
However, George feels that 
women in this situation need 
more than just sound medical 
advice. They need a concerned 
and interested person to talk to 
while reaching the individual 
decision that best suits their 
needs. 
George finished by saying, 
"We have a system here that 
works very well." He has 
information that has been 
sounded out and checked out, 
but beyond that a willingness to 
help, talk and more importantly, 
to listen. Although statistically 
there is not a tremendous need 
for this type of counseling anci it 
certainly does not make up the 
bulk of George's work, it is a 
vital service for the girls involved 
and very reassuring to know that 
someone cares. 
"Probably most people would 
consider me the last person (to 
consult) because of the 
'traditional' stand of the 
Church" said Father Phillip Lioi 
also of the Campus Chaplains 
Office. "I am definitely 
''Pro-life", he continued 
explaining that he has a decided 
belief in the value, meaning and 
sanctity of life. He believes that 
no one is in any position to sway 
an individual. He wouldn't want -
to see anyone pressured into 
anything including the decision 
to have -an abortion. Phil believes 
that 1t must be an individual 
decision and that a person must 
be aware of all the routes before 
they decide. Representative of 
certain values himself, Phil tries 
to educate people to the value of 
life and feels a responsibility to 
this ·'broad· education - Rights to 
Life" thing, however, he also 
feels "a responsibility to the 
individual caught up in a less 
than ideal s1tuat1on:· He ,slated 
that he "can't be so committed 
to a principle that he would be 
critical of someone who did not 
measure up to that pri'nciple."' 
And he emphasized that he 
would never be angry or try to 
make a girl feel guilty fbr any 
decision she made. "There is no 
such thing as an irrevocable 
mistake," Phil said. Affiliated 
with "Alternatives" downtown, 
Phil saw abortion as a- violent 
last resort to the problem. 011,·e 
a girl has realized all the other 
options. lf a girl did decide to 
have an abortion. Plul would 
refer then to the proper people. 
The key words in speaking with 
Phil Lioi were always that "it 
depends upon the individual." 
To all appearances the 
college has a very compreht•ns1ve 
group of conc·erii.•d and 
Recruitment Issue 
undastanding people amply 
equipped to deal with all aspects 
of the pregnant girl's problem. 
Ewryone consulted wanted to 
make sure that fhe girls re,·ei\·c.'d 
information· ,·onct'rning all 
options and that they newr frlt 
· pressured into any chokt'. The 
prevailing atmosphere is one of 
openn<'ss . and a willing1wss to 
help. 
Congress to Poll Students 
by Ken Holcombe 
The issue of' Marine 
recruitment on the Ithaca 
College campus was again the 
center of attention at this week's 
Student Congress Meeting. 
A report was made by Rick 
Slone of the Community Health 
and Safety Committee 
concerning the wording of a poll 
to be taken concerning the issue. 
The poll questionnaire will ask 
( l) whether or not the military 
should be allowed to disseminate 
information on the campus, and 
(2) whether or not the military 
should be allowed to recruit on 
campus. Each representative will 
distribute a questionnaire to 
each of his or her constituents. 
They will then wait for each 
constituent to vote either yes, 
no or abstain on each of the 
questions. The questionnaires, 
which will be handed out to the 
students on this coming Sunday 
and Monday nights, will be 
tabulated for the Tuesday 
Student Congress meeting. A 
table will be set up in the Unior,i 
Lobby in Monday from 8:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at which 
off-campus residents may vote 
on the question. 
Slone proposed .a motion which 
would have the polling process 
the I.C. governance framework. 
Knowlton suggested that the 
Congress as a-body ask Director 
of Career Planning Alexander 
Clark to postpone recruitment as 
an act of good faith until the 
Congress had acted on the issue. 
A unanimous vote followed on a 
motion which would remove the 
charges when and if Clark agrees 
to postpone the Marine 
appointment of October 26. 
In other business, a motion to 
endorse Proposition Number One 
(the Environmental Bond Issue) 
which will appear in the 
November 7 ballot was passed. A 
motion to deny Congressio:ial 
recognition of the Ananda Marga 
Yoga Society passed 29-14-4. 
Reallzmg that actions of this 
kind can sometimes drag on, Mr. 
Finally, much discussion 
ensued concerning the report of 
the Activities Committee. The 
committee recommended that 
all organizations recognized by 
the Congress must submit a 
document stating the purpose of 
the organization, a list of 
officers and how they are 
elected, and a description of 
who can sign a check request 
form. The report was approved 
with an amendment which 
Dr. Carlin 
continued from page one 
many of the big nations as they seek to increase 
their sphere of influence though supposedly 
benign, apolitical assistance to underdeveloped 
nations) that the African nationals become 
defiant. Dr. Carlin told us that as soon as the 
Ghanians found out he was not part of the Peace 
Corps or any U.S. agency he was readily accepted. 
What are some of Dr. Carlin';; pians and hopes 
for the near future? He's still wor.king on obtaining 
funds for a mobile audiology unit that, although 
based in Ghana, would travel throughout West 
Africa-serving not only as a testing center for, 
deafness but as a repair shop on wheels to fix or 
replace hearing sid and testing equipment 
throughout West Africa. Will he get the funds 
required for the unit? Right now he doesn't know. 
He has approached various national agencies but 
most of their funds are allocated for use in 
America; but, perhaps a more significant factor in 
the hesitancy of the institutions to grant him the 
money is the recent conflict in Ghana. ~·1 had 
made a grant proposal to get them a mobile unit 
and I had the promise of the money and then the 
coup hit and that's the 'last I've heard of the 
promise of the money. I think people are a little 
hesitant to put money into what they feel is an 
unstable country." 
Another one of Dr. Carlin's activities that 
figures in his future is his i.nvolvement in the U.N. 
Task Force on the Deaf. Next month he'll be in 
San Francisco, in December he'Ir be attending a 
meeting in Copenhagen, and in April it's off to 
Israel. More cities, more countries, more people to 
trade ideas for the sake of a common cause. A 
cause summed up best by Dr. Carlin's remark, 0 So 
you can see that wit,hin the concept of a little area 
like the deaf that there can be a one world.'. 
,, 
removed the necessity for 
recognized organizations of 
having a faculty .advisor. It was 
pointed out by editor of the 
Cayugan yearbook, Jan Gatti, 
that it is meaningless for a 
Yearbook to have a constitution 
as its purpose should be quite 
clear. It was also pointed out 
that there is a vast difference 
between a club which exists 
primarily in and for itself and a 
service, such as the yearbook, 
for which there are few rewards · 
(and around the I.C. CaJllpus, 
plenty of headaches). 
completed within fourteen days 
of last Tuesday's Congress 
meeting in order that sufficient 
publicity of the results could 
ensue. The motion passed 
unanimously. There was also a 
unanimous vote on a motion to 
accept the wording of the poll. 
In reference to last week's 
action by th~ Congress which 
would bring charges in 
Community Court to 
temporarily halt military 
recruiting until the question had 
been settled in Congress, 
Coordinator of Student 
Activittes David Knowlton 
pointed out that there is no 
Community Court and no such 
thing as an "injunction" within 
Photo by Andy BrOOkl 
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VISTA Service rRewarding', but rFrustrating' 
By Ken Holcombe 
For ·Marti Lindemen, VISTA 
( Volunteer~ 1n Service to 
America) has become a way of 
life. Marti, who i~ presently a 
"recruiter" for VISTA, will be at 
Ithaca College on October 19 
with a Peace Corps worker who 
has just returned from India. 
Last week The Ithacan had a 
chance to talk with Marti and 
she told us a little bit about 
VISTA, the Peace Corps, and 
herself. Marti spent two years as 
a VISTA volunteer in Gary, 
Indiana. There, she found life 
"frustrating" but "rewarding." 
Gary, which is 60% black in 
population, was - - - according to 
Marti - - ·"the most blue-collar 
area I ever saw." One of the 
proJects she undertook in Gary 
was to organize a food-buying 
co-op in order to reduce grocery 
bills of the poor people there. 
After difficult 
community-organizing, the 
co-op was established and 
remains today. The project was 
so successful, in fact, that even 
members of Gary's City Hall, 
including Mayor Hatcher· 
himself, joined the food co-op. 
Other projects, however, did 
not come to fruition so quickly. 
Some didn't materialize at all. 
Marti did some wofk with "gang 
people" during her "tour of 
duty.".She attempted 
unsuccessfully to get them 
involved in the food buying 
co-op. As Marti tells it, Gary 
Indiana is a "get what you can 
for nothing environment." 
Perhaps reinforcing this attitude 
among the poor is the Welfare 
system of Gary and most other 
towns which is often corrupt and 
usually mismanaged and 
operating under faulty 
assumptions. As Marti tells us, 
"A lot of VISTA people find 
themselves bringing charges 
against the Welfare 
Department." 
Administrative Detail 
Other VISTA people who 
worked with Marti dealt with (or 
attempted to deal with) the 
problems of Senior Citizens. The 
vo I u nteers tried to set up a 
··senior Citizen's Lunch 
Program" in the Gary area. The 
program was a disaster. however, 
because the community people 
who took over the mechanics of 
the program got "bogged down" 
in too much administrative 
detail. Marti, who had a hand in 
this project, also taught High 
School Graduate Equivalen~y to 
Spanish people. She feels very 
strongly about the failure of 
society quite often to make a 
Place for Spanish-speaking 
people and other minorities. The 
people she worked with, 
according to Marti, are being 
.. ripped off" because they 
"'don't speak the language of the 
A&P. the credit bureau, and 
Other such American 
mstitu tions." 
Representing An Ideal 
VISTA and the Peace ('orps, 
as Marti t e 11 s us. have 
consolidated with other 
v o I u n t e e T groups of 
less fame under the new Federal 
department called ACTION. 
Ma rt i feels that the new 
organizational structure is 
working well and saving money. 
But she emphasizes that there is 
still a big difference between the 
P~ace Corps and VISTA ... In the 
Peace Corps. you represent your 
country." she says. ··You 
~epresent an ideal." .. IJ:LYISL\ 
Its a little different.~Y'ffli"try to 
deal directly with the Amerkan 
SY stem,". A unique i!Spect. oi 
VISTA is the 1mplrn,.·ntation of 
community organizing. fhe· 
Peace Corps "plays it down." In 
the past, according to Marti. 
"The volunteers who attempted 
community organizing in foreign 
countries weren't sensitizing 
themselves to the needs of the 
community. The Peace Corps 
deals much more directly with 
resource development. Peace 
Corps volunteers train people to 
do tangible things. VJST A plugs 
people into resources which 
exist across the street." Marti, 
who has many friends who have 
served as Peace Corps volunteers, 
feels that such volunteers 
represent the United States 
when they go overseas. She feels 
that they are "bringiQg 
something" to the natives of the 
foreign countries. She points out 
that to· serve in either volunteer 
organization demands much 
idealism. Most people find the 
experience a "frustrating" one. 
Marti attributes tl11s feeling to 
"not being able to sec immediate 
effects." There are also other 
problems which add to this 
feeling of frustration. Peace 
Corps volunteers often find a 
great lack of cooperation from 
governmental figures in other 
countries. VISTA volunteers 
find the same kind of hostility 
from local politicos in the U.S. 
who see the youthful organizers 
as a threat. Bureaucracies m 
general frustrate the volunteers 
of both organizalions. 
No Draft Deferment 
The present "tour of duty" 
for a VISTA volunteer is 
one-year long, according to 
Ma rt i. The average age of a 
volunteer is 20 years. Marti, now 
a recruiter after having spent a 
year and a half as a volunteer, is 
22. In reference to both VISTA 
and the Peace Corps, she says "If 
you don't have a degree you 
better have some really together 
experiences." To be successful in 
the Peace Corps it 1s quite useful 
to have some "practical 
experience"' in fields such as 
machine operation. The Peace 
Corps is looking for more 
Liberal Arts students - -
especially for teaching Jobs. 
Physical Education is important 
in the Peace Corps as well as in 
VISTA. The Peace Corps has a 
"special assignment" at the 
present time to recruit coaches 
for the Nigerian Pan-African 
Games of 1972. Health-oriented 
people arc needed in every 
country. Even language majors 
can find a place m the Peace 
Corps, according tQ. Marti. 
French-speaking volunteers are 
needed for Northern Africa. 
Russ, the volunteer just back 
from India who will be at the 
Career Services Office with Marti 
on October 19, has a degree m 
Poultry Science. He hopes to 
start a poultry farm there. He is 
now looking for young people 
who are experienced in farming 
and farm trade to accompany 
him as volunteers. 
Marti Lindemen emphasizes 
the fact that the Peace Corps 
and VISTA do not provide an 
out for those who are avoiding 
the DRAFT. There is no 
deferrment involved. The two 
services c·an fall under the 
category of ··alternative service" 
but applications from men 
whose lottery numbers are 
below 80 are being held in 
Washington at this time. 
Money. according to Marti, 
should not be the primary 
motive for joining either 
organization. VISTA volunteers 
are paid S 7 5 per month plus a 
living allowan.:e and money for 
fpod .. and lpdg.ing .(which varies 
according lo \\'hl.'rt· on.:·s "tJrg.:1 
area" 1s. S0me11m.:~ th,·r.: 1s a 
tra\d :illowanc.:. Th.:r.: 1, Jbo. 
according 10 \l~r11. J paid 
vacation involved for \·01un1,·c>r, 
in both orgamzalion, 
frustra110ns l·an b..- <'ndkss Jnd re'\\ .1rd .11ul I he' pe'"''ll.11 h.11 .1rds 
111\<ll\c'd Ill \'IS I \ .illll th<• l'e•.1,e' 
Corps. one· n11ghl hJ\l· Sc't'llnd 
(or t•\'t'll f1r,1) thoughh .1b,,u1 
till' wisdom ,,f \Olunl.:<'nng. h,r 
Marl1 Lmd.:men. ho\\'t'l<'r. 11 \1.1s 
(and still 1s) JI! worth 11. \n~ <lll<' 
who wants lo IJkc' he•1 up ,,n 
thJf point l·an lll<'t'I !\fart 1 •• 11,,nt,: 
with Russ from the Pt·ac't' Corps. 
hert' J( 1.C. {Ill Oe'(!lhe·1 I''· 
Endless Frustrations 
If one is lookrng tor money, 
adventure (111 the classical sense). 
or romance - - - VISTA or the 
Peace Corps arc probably not 
the places to look. The 
1 h <" r .: \\ a I J , , e' e· 111 1 n g I ~ 
11011-.:x is1an1. One· 111.1~ c'\t'll 
place on.:st.'lf 111 pt·rsonJI danger. 
\lart1 told u~ of on,: P.:ac·t· Corps 
1ra1"1t'c' a c·ouplc ol \I ct·k, ago 
W h O h J J ll c' t' Id c' ti n O I t O 
continue ,IS a voh1111,·e·r Th.: 
lrainet'. who was 111 11·Jr-riddt·n 
Uganda. was k1llt·J by soldier, 
there. Given the frustrations. the 
bureaucratic bungling and 
fencmg:-m. the l.1ck of immcd1alc' 
Wake Up 
by Andra Youngberg 
Wake up, Governor. The 
guards in your state prisons told 
the prisoners that the reason for 
their hunger, cold and 
sleeplessness is that they are evil. 
One prisoner killed a guard with 
his spoon. The prisoner took the 
gun belonging to the dead guard. 
Hostages were taken; you 
refused to go to the prison and 
mediate. You -ordered that the 
prisoners be shot. Forty-three 
men were killed by the National 
Guard. All you had to say, 
Governor, was that "they broke 
the law," that they deserved to 
die. The mother of one of the 
slain prisoners leaned over the 
body of her son pleading with 
him to wake up. But you, 
Governor, are the one who needs 
to be roused. 
The Bread and Puppet Theatre 
from Plainfield, Vermont told 
the preceding story in "Revenge 
of the Law" at 8: 15 on October 
I I in the Performing Arts 
Building. 
The second playlet concerned 
the life of "Harvey McCleod" a 
22 year old black man who hates 
his job. He sweeps the floor in a 
factory and whenever the 
forema'n steps out, he sits down. 
His dogs are more outspoken 
than Harvey. They, at least, 
voice their complaints. Harvey 
eventually resorts to violence to 
vent his emotions 
His wife loses her baby. Harvey 
gets into an argument and pulls a 
knife. People waiting for a bus 
merely watch silently and puff 
on their pipes. He is arrested and 
thrown in jail. After gettmg out 
Harvey quite casually purchases 
a gun and proceeds to shoot 
several_people whose only crime 
is that they do not care. Harvey 
then shoots himself in the head. 
"Hallelujah: a short history of 
the U.S." was the finale of the 
show. The following poem was 
presented with a woman in 
white as Mother Earth who 
eventually dies under the weight 
of the corruption of the world. 
The poem was spoken with1 
choruses of Hallelujah! 
See the world! 
When you sow seeds on 1t 
And when you pour water on It 
And when you let the sun shine on 11 
It will grow 
And the birds will feed on it 
And the children of the world wtll eat it 
And the grandmas and the 
grandpas will sing Hallelujah 
But 
When you put fire to the world 
And when you poison 1t 
The world wtll cry 
And the children will die. 
On the afternoon of the 
performance ther was a preview 
held in front of Textor Hall. 
Two short plays were presented. 
The first one told of the the 
Great Warrior who apparently 
had nothing on 'his mind but 
destruction. After killing the 
-dragon ·the Great Warrior 
, 
' 
Governor 
Photos by: Ronda Perish 
proceeded to knock off the king, 
the Red Man, the Bl ue Man and 
his son, and finally the 'people. 
Then Death came and killed the 
Great Warrior. In "A Man SAys 
Good-Bye to his Mother" a 
soldier goes off to war. His 
mother cries. He reaches a village 
which he scouts in his plane. His 
mother changes her mask and 
becomes a woman of the village. 
The man as well as the villagers 
a re frightened. He burns the 
houses. The children are killed 
when he bombs the village. The 
woman in the village kills the 
man with her scissors. His 
mother receives a letter telling of 
his death. She covers him with a 
sheet and the body is carried off .. 
The effect of the production 
,vas devastating. 
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Ed ito ria I Sensitivities Have Deadelled 
, It seem, that the wns1t1v111e~ of many member~ of the Ithaca 
< olle[!t: .. L<>mmunity" have bt'come deadent'd m refcrem:e to the 
rr.:Jl1t11:, ol Southc,1,t A~1a and the United States m1htary pohcy 
thr.:rr.:. A, one lt,ll:n~ m on the currenJ debate here concerning 
m1lllary recruitment, one hear~ httle by a plethora of glittering 
rt:fcrence, to ,uch concept~ a~ ''majority rights," "mmonty rights," 
and "ac.adem1c freedom." 
·1 he 1\\uc, Judging from the quality of the arguments pro and con 
which Jre c1rculatmg pre,ently. 1s whether or not a majonty of 
,t uden h may enfon:e their collective will on the minority. Or 1s the 
issue whether or- not a mmorlly can force its will on the majority'! 
or 1~ the 1~~ue whether or not the members of this campus can, m 
prrnupk. allow one group to recruit on campus and deny the tight 
to do ~o to another group? 
There are -,omc o( u~ here who refu~e to submerge ourselves on a 
mucky mire of intellectual discourse. The real issue has nothing to 
do with the rules of logical persuasion or empirical theory. The real 
issue~ are widowed mothers and wives, dead sons and daughters. 
burned and mut1la led bodies, and countless square mtles of 
pock-marked. useless land. Many- proponents of the abolition of 
m1htary recru1tmr.:nt on th1~ campus have allowed themselves to be 
drawn mto a senes of specious arguments. The real point of 
oppos1t1on to recruiting 1s not opposition to recruiting at all-it is 
oppos1t 10n to the foreign pulic1cs of the machine which military 
recruiter~ repre~ent. 
TO THE EDITORS· 
On Thur\day, October 19 at 8 
pm. in room FI06 there will be 
a discussion tentatively to be 
known as "Incremental Change 
in thl' llmtei.1 States - Success Or 
Failure ?" As Ithaca College 
students I do not Expect you to 
attend. After all -·what do you 
care about the "power 
elements" in this country are 
uomg to our future. 
Ir 111 any way you feel that 
!Im propaganda has !ouched off 
a hit of dismay in your psyche I 
\hall !eel that at least this scrap 
of pa per has some merit. If by 
~ome 1nf1nitessimal piece of 
~crahhle-ian aggressiveness I 
manage to arouse you from your 
slumber - here, before, and after 
- I ,hall be overJoyed to he bored 
lo dl'ath with you. 
111 Room FI 06 
.it 8:00 p.m. 
on Thursday, Oct. 19* 
·1 hanking you for the 
bl' 11L·voknt energy your eyes 
h.1vc e·xte•ndcd tor tl11, endl'avor. 
Jdt rey Kant 
"' ,\ hit ol myCahlornw Mai Tat 
pu 11L"l1 111,1y be· s..:rved It I feel 
like· II 
TO THE EDITOR: 
The Ithaca College Student 
Congress will be conducting a poll of 
the student community on the issue of 
mi!itary recruitment on campus. 
This issue, wh-ich has been in the_fore 
every fall for several years now, is 
important to all students since you 
will all be effected, directly or 
indirectly. 
In the past, whenever the congress 
has conducted a poll to obtain student 
opinion, a small percentage of the 
student community ·has taken part. To 
prevent this, to stem apathy, and to 
hive credibility to the poll; every 
student will be asked to vote, either 
for, against, or abstension. 
Student Congress is made up of 
students who wish to represent you. 
They cannot do so if you do not tell 
them what you feel or how to vote. 
Therefore, please vote in the poll in 
your dorm on Sunday or Monday 
night, off-campus students vote in the 
Egbert Union Monday between the 
hours of 8 and 4. Regardless of how 
you feel, VOTE. Apathy hurts you 
and me. 
Sincerely, 
Rick Slone, Chairman of Community 
health and Safety Committee 
There may be no log1..:al re.1son why military r<'cruiters should not 
be al1QY1ed to move freely on th.: I.C. campus. But the world doi:s 
not necessarily run on logic. and why should Ithaca C'ollege in this 
instance? Forget all tho~ pseudo-intellectual ideas about the 
sancrosanctity of a college campus. This is the real world too and 
there are some of us who still get sick to our stomachs at- the 
thought of the current U S. military offensive in Indochina. There 
are some of us who can still feel dee!). heart-rending emotions which 
obliterate any sernie of intellectual freedom or other such garbage. 
There are some of us who arc still gripped with a feeling of moral 
outrage. even after ten tears, and are not ashamed to admit it. 
Do not misunderstand us. Living from day to d.iy a set of 
-principles by which a society lives ·is a prerequisite to a productive, 
happy nation, state or college campus. But some of us refuse to be 
led down that primrose path when it comes to the question of 
allowing military recruiters on the I.C. campus. The rights ·of several 
million men, women and children in a faraway _land must certainly 
be more important than the rights of a handful of people to receive 
information and sign up for the U.S. military (they can do 1t 
downtown anyway.) 
The act of preventing Uncle Sam from recruiting murderers in this 
campus will probably have little or no effect on the root causes of 
our anguish. But the symbolism of that act will do much to reaffirm 
our own faith in ourselves as peaceful, compassionate, moral human 
beings. 
11 lH 15 15 BE 11 ER 1HAN WE HAD 
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COMMENT 
Junlcie at Your Door 
By John Breux 
There's a junkie at your door and he·, ,ellmg you dearh lie Just 
doesn't look like a Junkie. He wear, a unitu1m Jnd he may even look 
respectable. But the ~hit he selb 1~ jmt as white, uppress1ve. and 
deadly as any smack you'll ever see. He'll give you your tirst bag: 
free. Look mside and sec your dreams come true, pays for college. 
job placement, travel, benefits, more henefJts, and it may be better 
than being drafted. Ask him about the disadvantages and the moral 
questions. He'll say maybe 11 isn't for you take another look m the 
bag. Once you've It.ken the bag then you too must spread death dlld 
oppression. But you can't always see that m the hag, It's down in the 
bottom and once yuu've taken the bag 11 disappear, until you 
have to face reality. Then maybe you'll want out, hut withdrawal 
can mean death if you don't do 1t right. And even 1f you do you"II 
never be rid of 1t. It will stay with you until you die, if 11 doesn't kill 
vou first. 
There's a junkie at your door and he's sellmg you death. VOTE 
NO on the campus poll. Don't let him get his foot in the door. 
COMMENT 
Daly Attacks Davis' Stand 
7 October 1972 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following letter was 
written to Student Body President Greg Davis. The 
writer subsequently agreed to its publication in 
THE ITHACAN. 
Dear Mr. Davis: 
According to the October 5 edition of The 
Ithacan, you have expressed opposition to the 
presence of military recruiters on the Ithaca 
College campus. In addition, you are reported to 
favor action by the Student Congress which would 
ban all such recruitment by representatives of the 
U.S. armed forces on this campus. Even though I 
am only a member of the faculty, I feel compelled 
to take issue with you on this question, 
particularly since it raises serious problems with 
regard to the nature of this academic community. 
First of all, one must ask whether, in light of 
the new governance plan for Ithaca College (which 
stresses the notion of an indivisible community), 
Student Congress has the right to ban unilaterally 
a group from this campus without the expressed 
agreement of the other component representative 
bodies - - -namely, the Faculty Council, the Staff 
Council, and the Administrative Council. True, no 
doubt military recruitment on camyus directly 
affects the student body more so than other 
members of this community, but, at the same time 
it should be pointed out that this particular 
activity results from the general college policy of 
an open campus; that is, the College as a 
collectivity has established a policy whereby 
various off-campus organizations can recruit on 
campus. Hence, any alteration of this policy must 
therefore be viewed as a college-wide 
responsibility. Understood in this sense, the 
Student Congress cannot by itself alter a general 
policy of the entire College community. 
The singling out of military representatives as 
the only individuals barred from recruiting on this 
campus must also be attacked as unjustly 
discriminatory and, hence, reprehensible. One 
could conceivably support a policy which barred 
all recruiters from campus but never one which 
applied a double standard that permits some but 
excludes others. If one legal, bona fide group is 
permitted to recruit, than another legal, bona fide 
group should enjoy the same privilege. As far as I 
am aware the sole criteria of the College regarding 
recruite;s is that they represent bona fide 
organizations which are not engaged in illegal 
activities. Certainly this is the case with the U.S. 
armed forces. (I well recognize that you may argue 
that the U.S. armed forces are engaged in illegal 
activities - - - Viet Nam seems to be the currently 
fashionable example - - - but even you must admit 
that· this opinion is only opinion and not fact. 
Until, legal tribunal~ - - -national or 
international - - - have decided that its activities are 
illegal, the · U.S. military is considered a legal 
entity. Thus far, no such decision has been made; 
indeed, so far as l know, no one has yet even 
questioned the legal status of the U.S. armed 
forced.) Hence, since armed forced recruiters 
conform to the criteria applied to .ill other 
recruiters, there is no legal justification for barring 
them from campus. 
Of course, one could apply (and l suspect this is 
indeed the case in this instance) a separate set of 
criteria to the armed forces recruiters. But again 
this sort of action would be discriminatory and, 
hence, equally reprehensible. Moreover, assuming 
that such new criteria would rest on so-called 
"moral" (actually, political) grounds, they would 
be especially inconsistent with the very principle 
of academic freedom that is supposed to be the 
basis of this intellectual community. One tears 
.that this sort of means test a la politique 
subsequently be extended to members of the 
community itself; to wit, if so-and-so agrees with 
the policies of the U.S. military, he too should be 
barred from the campus. If only to avoid such a 
possibility (or is 1t rather a probability?), wouldn't 
it be best simply to exclude such standards 
altogether? 
For the present, at least, the above standard 
alluded to has not been explicitly 
stated - - -hopefully because such is not the intent 
of those sponsoring the barring of military 
recruiters from campus. However, according to the 
October 5 article in The Ithacan which prompted 
this letter, you are quoted as saying that "the 
allowing of recruiters on campus would present a 
great danger to the safety of the college 
community due to the violent demonstrations 
which usually ensue when (military?) recruiters 
show up here." A rather strained, not to mention 
sophistic, rationale, I must say; worse, it isn't even 
true! In the five years I've been here, I can't recall 
any violent demonstration which ensued when 
military recruiters showed up on campus. There 
was, last year, a fun-and-games atmosphere 
surrounding the visit of two recruiters (somebody 
went out one door while somebody else tried to 
block another door) but even The Ithacan failed to 
report that 'there was a "violent demonstration." 
Indeed, if my memory serves me right, the 
organizers of __ that demonstration made it quite 
dear (since they presumably read the Henderson 
Law!) that they eschewed violent confrontation in 
favor of non-violent protest. It is therefore 
completely wrong to rationalize your support for 
the barring of military recruiters on a situation 
that never even occured. 
Ins.ofar as the other half of your reported 
rationale is concerned - - - the notion of danger to 
property and persons - - - are you not guilty of 
P u t t 1 n g _t h e • c a r_ t b e f o r e t h e 
horse? To assert that military recruiters should be 
barred because those opposed to them might 
provoke violence is to pu_nish the innocent and 
reward the guilty. Worst of all, it is to state baldly 
that Ithaca College should, as a matter of policy, 
give in to intimidation and other forms of 
blackmail. Moreover, if the College were to accept 
this argument with regard to military recruiters, 
would it not in effect be inviting any person or 
group who threatened the use of violence to 
achieve its aims and have a field day on this 
campus? Surely we should have learned from 
recent experience that to give in to terrorist 
extortion serves only to worsen the problem. 
(Incidentally, I find it odd that those who 
continually condemn the supposed violence of the 
military should be in favor of institutionalizing 
violence by decree of the Student Congress.) 
Quite frankly, after having remarked the 
speciousness of your rationale, I find it truly 
difficult to escape the conclusion that all of it is 
essentially comouflage to hide somehow _vour real 
desire; namely, to take some sort of official action 
against the current governmental policy in Viet 
Nam. (I must readily admit at this point that I am 
indeed guilty of jumping to conclusions. After all, 
it may be that you are not opposed to the war. I 
suppose that, like all too many, I rashly assume 
that somehow, in the nature of things, all students 
a re supposed "to be anti-war proponents. My 
apologies for such presumptuousness!) If this 
indeed be your real intent, I could at least respect 
the sincerity of your proposal regarding military 
recruiters, though I would still oppose it. But it is 
much more difficult to admire someone who 
continued on page twenr., 
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COMMENT 
The Question of Sexuality 
I 
By now. the ,1,ir~ h.is bt·en 1,,Jd J!I ,nt·r ,·.1111pu,. p1,1bJbl~ Ill 
many \l'r,1011s You 1'11ow. 1he l>11,· .1b,1111 th,· thrt't" ··1oc1',·· puslu11g 
ll\ o !_!ay guy, otf tht· p.111! h~ th,·\\ ,·,t i"oll't'r'' I h1, 1,11·1 1th! anotht·r 
version, kt"s ,ay 1!", trnrn !ht" .. hor,t', nwuth."" 
On Mond.iy. SL'plt'llJbc·r :~. ,1, u,uJI. (;LI- ht·ld 1h ll't"t'hly llll'c·tmg 
m the West Tcr,a,·,· Lou11gt· I his w.1~ more ot .1 bu,111,·s, 111e,·t111g fo1 
the Gay Da11L·t·. ,on ,,t qu1t't. not too mJny pt',ipk I"llt' ··.1,1cb .. 
ambll'd 111. ,tand111g 011 the tru1!_!es of tht' 111L't'l111!! It w.1, qu1tt· 
obv10w. they WJfllt'll to b,· rl'L·og111ud. and onl' l>t th,· (;Lr 111c>111b,·1, 
asked 1f thl'y wanted ,oml'th111g I heir reply w.1, thJt th,·~ wt"r,· 
thrnkmg about jo111mg. 111 tact onl' ""1ock·· 1.11,·1 ,,llll ht' hJd gnnl' 1,, 
some Gay Lib meetmgs back humt:. 'fht·y lh'rl' 1nv1tt·d tu p.irl1,1p.1tL'. 
but remamed standmg outside the group 
Behevmg that all thl'y wanted was 111tormatwn about the G,1y 
Movement. the GLF members started to rJp with them. Wht"n they 
left, one member went with them to talk to tht"m Anoth<"r llll'lllhL'I 
had teft iust before them and wa, callt"d bJck Ill' also beg,rn rJpp1ng 
about the movement. The group kft Wt'st Tt:rrac,· Ill tht' d1rt'd1on nt 
the Towers. When they reached thl' dirt path 111 tr~,t T~wl'r 
the three "jocks" suddenly turnt'd un the two gay guys without 
precedent, and pushed them down tht' pdth. Alter they fmished. the 
trio ran over to East Tower scrcammg. '"Fags .. .fags .. Fud."n 
Queer~!" Neither of the two a,saultcd WL"rL· physically hurt. nor out 
to get any revenge on the three But, both ,uttered a certam Jmount 
of confusion and frustrat10n. 
The Assistant Judicial Adm1111strator caught wmd of this mc!dl'nt. 
and will be pressing charges on the three '"Jocks" for as~ault on the 
part of the college. 
I'm confused and frustrated about it abo. Tlus matter can not ht' 
pushed aside, or left unnoticed. The implicatwns affect every 
member of this campus on the grounds of discrimmat1on and 
personal freedom. ls this type of act allowahle') Acceptable'> 
The "legal" action taken on tl11s matter seems JUSt11lable 111 two 
senses: (I) the severity of "punishment" 1s· adequate. and ( 2) 
provides for the future protection of other citizens of this 
community. Unfortunately, Judicial action is unpersonal, the act can 
be condoned by simply payrng a fine. An apology, written or vocal, 
from the three "jocks" to the two gay men would mean a personal 
acceptance that their act was wrong. 
It has occurred to those in1olved that becaust of judicial action 
taking on this incident it is only adding fuel to the fire. I hope not. 
This would only add more confusion and frustration to the already 
confused private aspect of the incident; the question of sexuality. To 
stand on precedent, on this matter would be all too easy, and a 
cop-out. Maybe, because of this one incident, the community may 
again question themselves about sexuality. Maybe this time, it won't 
be so confusing or frustrating. 
COMMENT 
Wealth Safe 
with McGovern 
By Steve Weissman 
Presidential hopeful George S. McGovern went to Wall Street well 
before Labor Day to spell out his plans to tax the rich. Yet so 
far the princes of finance have steered the market clear of a crash 
which would punish the Senator for his would-be populism. 
The reason for such calm, if we are to believe the pollsters and the 
pundits, is simply that America's financial managers do not believe 
that Senator can win in November. So why should big money 
worry? 
But there's more to Wall Street's bliss than that. 
With or without Senator McGovern as President, in the next four 
years Congress will face mounting pressure to reform the tax system 
and, until new loopholes can be created, to sharpen the tax bite on 
Ute rich. 
That much is inevitable, aftd the smart money knows it. 
What now reassures them, is that even "radicals" like Senator 
McGovern have no plan to break up or redistribute already existing 
fortunes. The goal is simply a progressive tax on income, with no 
concern at all about the more enduring source of privilege or 
power - - - accumulated wealth. 
A recent article in the influential Business Week makes clear the 
cost of this omission. While the top l O percent of American adults 
get 29 percent of all income, the magazine reported, they own 56 
percent of all personal property and financial assets. The top one 
percent alone own roughly 25 percent of the wealth. 
The down side of the coin presents an even more dramatic 
picture. While the bottom half of all income recipients in 1969 drew 
slightly less than one quarter of all personal income, their share of 
the wealth was just three percent. The lowest IO percent of the 
population actually owned less than nothing, owing more than they 
owned. 
Worse yet, if Business Week is correct, the gap between rich and 
poor is probably growing, with obvious impact on the poor and 
needy. · 
Senator McGovern's tax package, if adopted, would hardly affect 
these numbers. It might increase the bite on the yearly income of 
the rich, particularly from ownership of oil wells, real estate, and 
money. It would also up inheritance taxes forcing those with large 
estates to rely more heavily on tax-avoiding trusts and foundations. 
But if Senator McGovern is the worst Wall Street has to fear, 
wealth itself is safe. Equality in the U.S., it turns out, is still as 
distant as it is in some Banana Republic. 
w 
-~-
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IFC Sponsors Annual Event BOOK REVIEW 
Concerts Headline Fall Weeken'd The Bag, Eugenia Noja, Paperback" Press, $.95, 117 pp. . . 
The structure ofl'he Bag is the only 
part of the book that is- given any 
importance. The style of the writing 
7hanges from, paragraph to paragraph 
as the point of view changes from one 
character to the other. There are three 
sections with two paragraphs apiece. 
The · three first paragraphs of each 
section take place within about 17 
minutes of each other on a day 
wherein ··the bag (section one) is 
carried by a man (section two) to a 
house (section three). The three 
second paragraphs take place on a day 
17 years before when the man. buys 
Watch out, fdlks. The Inter 
Fraternity Council has done it again. If 
you aren't careful you might just miss 
one of the best Fall weekends ever 
staged at Ithaca College. A cool lineup 
of events culminating in the 
appearance of jazz trumpeter Don Ellis 
and his 2 3 piece group Saturday 
evening has been set up at no small 
task to the Campus Activities people. 
23 sidemen. Ellis has recorded several 
albums - one of which was voted 
album of the year by Downbeat 
magazine in 1969. He has also 
recorded with other such jazz notables 
as Woody Herman and Lionel 
Hampton. Tickets are $2.50 and $3.00 
at the door. Ticket stub policy is the 
same as Friday night 
If all this is still not enough for you, 
you might like to get your sadistic 
rocks off at "Bonnie and Clyde", 
l?eing presented by the Student 
Activities Board Sunday evening at 
7:00 and 9:00. Whoop it up, gang. 
We'll see you next year. 
For the record, Friday night will 
feature two folk-rockers, Don Potter 
and Bat McGrath, as well as I.C.'s own 
Steve Brown and his band, Que Pasa, 
in Ford Hall. Tickets are $2.00 in 
advance and $2.50 at the door. Don 
and Bat performed just before school 
began this fall in the Union Lounge to 
a highly appreciative audience. If you 
have ever seen them before you should 
recall their easy going act - - -a 
combination of good humor and good 
music. They've been together for a 
number of years and have recorded 
with Chuck Mangione and the 
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra on 
the Friends and Love and Together 
albums. Que Pasa - four men, and one 
woman (Tish Saumsiegle) play Latin 
Rock and Jazz and should 
complement Potter and McGrath 
nicely. The first set, starting at 8:00 
will be Don and Bat's, the second 
belongs to Que Pasa, and the third will 
present both acts together. 
Incidentally, ticket stubs from this 
concert will be good at the Haunt and 
the Salty Dog. 
r meilicttt aid for indocllina 
Benefit Dinner Tonite 
) 
at.IC 
- the bag and a death occurs at the 
house (ta-dum!). Section one is from 
the bag; 1) during the walk to the 
house, and 2) the bag's view of the 
man's stop at the haberdashery. 
Section two is from the man; 1) during 
hi~ walk to the house, and 2) his 
memory of that earlier day. Section 
three is from the house; 1) the house's 
wait for the man and the bag, and 2) 
the hous~·s part in the destiny of the 
bag and the three human characters. 
The story is basically trivial and banal, 
one that has been done ad absurdum 
long ago, but the only p·urpose to this 
novel is its form, anything else· is 
trim~g, included only if necessary, 
and giveµ no more than passing 
attention. Flaubert said that a novel is 
like the earth floating in the void and 
its elevating value is its form ' and 
execution. Noja seems to be putting 
this idea to the test in The Bag. 
Unfortunately she has not quite 
succeeded with the execution even 
while the form is intriguing and 
elegant. One might imagine an 
eighteen year old girl from a liberal 
arts college writing Jealousy instead of 
Robbe-Grillet. Noja just does not have 
the acquired skill of inborn genius 
necessary to bring her book off 
properly. This only means that. The 
Bag 1s a very interesting 
non-masterpiece. 
Saturday afternoon is the football 
team's homecoming game. They will 
face Fordham College. There will be a 
banner contest at halftime with a ½keg 
of Bud for the winner. A Happy Hour 
in the Pub ( 15 cent drafts) is expected 
to celebrate the victory. 
Then, Saturday evening at 8:30, 
Don Ellis, performer and i:omposer of 
the score to "The French Connection" 
will take the Ben Light stage with his 
This evening from 5:00 to 7:00 the 
anti-war : community of I th a ca 
will come together ·in.the spirit of the 
Vietnamese people for a Brown Rice · 
and Tea dinner. It will be held in the 
Union Recreation Room and will 
feature a slide show, Vietnamese 
music, and local anti-war activist 
George Hildebrand, from the 
Indochina Peace campaign. 
. . 
Proceeds ($1 per ticket) will _go to 
Medical Aid for Indochina, a national 
organization that will in turn send the 
money to the Liberation Red Cross of 
southern Vietnam, and to the Vietnam 
Red Cross for use in North Vietnam, 
Laos and Cambodia. These funds 
purchase greatly needed medical 
supplies (anti-malarial drugs, 
a nti-biotics, vitamins, etc.), medical 
equipment as requested by hospitals 
and medical textbooks and journals. 
This is not simply a fund raising 
event. It is just as much an occasion 
for positive community contact and 
dialogue that should result in, 
hopefully, a greater awareness of the 
frustrations and aspirations we all feel 
and share. We will meet people -we 
know and some we.don't know. lo this 
way we hope to synthesize our 
individual·· energy and commitment 
into one tightly structured collective. 
Solidarity is the key word. Without it 
that energy and commitment will be 
hindered appreciably at this very 
critical moment in the long history of 
the anti-war movement. 
furthermore, remind yourself to see 
Tom Hayden, Jane Fonda and Holly 
Near at Cornell's Bailey Hall this 
Saturday at 8:00 p.m.They have 
travelled exhaustively over the past 
several months throughout seven key 
electoral states as the November 
election approaches. They represent 
the Indochina Peace Campaign which 
hopes to - encourage and organize 
continued direct action against the war 
•aimed at keeping the Indochina issue 
in the minds of the American voters. 
But for tonight at least, please come 
- or at least contribute a dollar - and 
join in this small act 'of resistance to 
the war machine. 
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On 'Collateral Damage' 
By Ward Silver 
This latest "Communist 
in spired propaganda" was 
written several days ago after I 
had been listening to the 
peaceful music of Sandy Denny 
and Fairport Convention. There 
are still many beautiful things in 
this world today, and it pains 
one to write of so much ugliness. 
Unfortunately we, the · children 
of the atomic age, have learned 
of the latter condition too 
rapidly and the former too 
infrequently. So as not to churn 
our insides to death, we choose 
various means to exhibit our 
concern for the remains of that 
which was, or still is )>eautiful. 
This article in its own slight way, 
is one of those means. 
Personally, I gain unbelievable 
strength from witnessing the 
determination of the Vietnamese 
people in their struggle. It is a 
struggle against forces so massive 
in size that one's mind boggles 
to think what such devastation 
would do to one's home town-if 
they think that hard. This 
specific article deals with some 
of those forces-the chemical, 
biological and, in part, industrial 
ones that have left over 13 
million open cesspools (or bomb 
craters); have "defoliated" and 
displaced more than 1 .7 billion 
cubic yards ore-arth and ha~e 
resulted in 4 . 5 million. 
Indochinese civilia~ killed_ 
wounded or made homeless. 1 
Although the Nixon 
Administration's Indochinese 
warmaking policies have easily 
been tbe most violent in hbtory, 
it is important to note, to some 
extent, the chemical and 
biological warfare waged 
previous ~o his term. This will 
indicate to some degree the 
holocaust in which the 
Vietnamese people have 
somehow conducted their lives. 
The list of deadly names has 
grown vastly over the years: 
napalm and white phosphorous, 
CS and CN-the anti-personnel 
gases ( used just recently in 
Miami Beach), herbicides such as 
picloram and agents Orange, 
Purple, White and Blue. The 
latter group, known technically 
as phenoxyacetic acids, are_ on 
our lawns to kill weeds, and in 
the air to kill bugs (DEAD!). In 
Vietnam they kill 
people-especially the aged, the 
sick;pi:egnant and lactating 
women. and children under five 
years of age.2 
. John Kennedy and Lyndon 
Johnson can claim credit for the 
destrui:tion of over 5 billion 
acres of South Vietnamese land 
during the operation that came 
to ht' known a~ "'Ranch Hand''. 3 
When reports of children being 
horn with llippers instt'ad of 
arms or leg.,; began to appear in 
nt'wspaper.. around J 969. the 
Nixlm Administration began to 
,·ut hack ori its use of chemical 
,md-"Ntllligi,:al weaponry in favor 
of saturation bombing r.1ids and 
anti-personnel weapons. 
llowe,·er. any sensihle pers(!n 
shntilJ understand that the 
destru,·tion · .:;,irried out during 
the Ke~nt'Jy Johnson years 
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foreshadowed the entrance of 
Nixon onto the scene. Our 
current president's ability to 
cloak his "rain of terror" has 
apparently' been more successful 
than he had hoped for. 
To digress, I will give several 
brief descriptions of the various 
CBW items used in the Vietnam 
War: 
1) Napalm B (Dow Ch.emical 
Company) --contains 50% 
polystyrene, 25% gasoline and 
25% benzene; "imparts superior 
qualities of adhesion". An 
estimated 100,000 tons were 
dropped on Vietnam in 1968. It 
contains a quantity of white 
phosphorous that ignites upon 
explosion and concurrent 
contact with air. When it comes 
in contact with human _flesh, 
the phosphorous may burn to 
the bone.4 
2) CN, CS, and DM, the 
"Anti-Personnel Gases" -In 
orde~ to force villagers _and 
suspected National Liberation 
Front sympathizers out of 
hamlets, these gases were (and 
still may be) used. Again, it is 
the civilians, the innocent, who 
suffer. A Canadian doctor's 
report on his experience at 
.Quang Ngai hospitat in South 
Vietnam stated, "Patients are 
feverish. semi-comatose, 
severely ·short of breath-, vomit, 
are restless and irritable. Most of 
them physical signs are in the 
respiratory and circuiatory 
svsfems s · 
At this· moment, perhaps three 
to four years after that 
statement was made. Richard 
!llixon is . following in his now 
classic pa ttem of saturation 
bombing raids around Quang 
Ngai. He is not stopping the 
NLF offensive as he had hoped 
he would, but is instead filling 
that upper Central Highland 
province with bomb craters. 
When they fill with water, and 
later stagnate, they breed 
disease carrying mosquitoes that 
will further jeopardize the health 
of those surviving civilians. 
3) Defoliants -"foresters call 
them 'tree killers'; farmers call 
tt..em 'weed killers'; and 
manufacturers call them 
herbicides and silvicides," 
Thomas Perry wrote in May of 
1968. According to the Vietduc 
Hospital, some 20 million tons 
or 2,4,5-T (one of the many 
phenoxyacetic acids) were 
employed on South Vietnam 
between 1962 and I 968. 6 An 
inher.ent impurity, known as 
dioxine, Dr. George Perera wrote 
ir The New York Times several 
weeks ago, is insoluble inwa_ter 
and able to withstand high 
temperatures. Its use has 
resulted in liver injuries, 
chromosomal changes, 
embryonic changes, and 
tumors., The employment of 
defoliants as such, i.e. in gaseous 
forms has, as mentioned above, 
been curtailed significantly 
during the Nixon 
Administration. However, one 
can instead witnes_s the 
emergence · of Rome Plows and 
their "role in bulldozing of over 
750,000 acres of crop and forest 
land in the last three years.8 In 
both cases, the end result has 
b e e n e s
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same--starvation. Whether the 
civilians are deprived of their 
food sources by noxious fume 
spewing Air Force jets or by 
heavy industrial equipment 
overrunning their land has, 
again, had apparently no effect 
on Mr. Nixon (you might enjoy 
talking to him about Astro-Turf 
on the Washington Redskins' 
practice fields, however). 
Furthermore, the recent average 
of 250 to 300 air strikes in 
North Vietnam and the 
consequent destruction of the 
dikes, with respect to food 
shortages, should speak for 
itself. 
0 n July 3 o f t h i s 
year, The New York Times 
reported the secret use of cloud 
seeding devices over North and 
South V1etnam and Laos. The 
intention apparently was to 
cause severe flooding during the 
approaching monsoon season, 
which coincidently fit in nicely 
with the calculated air strikes in 
North ·vietnam· on fragile dike 
networks. In this operation, a 
paper board tube wrapped with 
explosive cord containing silver 
iodide is released from airplanes 
flying over Vietnam. A delay 
fuse attached to a lanyard tn the 
plane is activated by a jerk (sic) 
Just after it leaves the plane. Tlie 
ensuing explosion releases the 
silver iodide crystals which 
affect the cloud constituency. 
This is known as meteorological 
warfare but some call it 
tampering with the heavens. 
Most informative of all, 
however, have been the 
revelations by a Pentagon 
official (The New York Times, 
Tuesday October 10) that 
c1v1han casuahties are by and 
large ignored by the Pentagon, 
which instead concentrates on 
factory and munitio"ns 
destruction and refers to such 
casualit1e, as "collateral 
damage". This 1s, to say the 
least, appalling 
··on your television screens 
last night you saw the cemetery 
111 Leningrad I 1•isited on my trip 
to the Soviet Union where 
300,000 people died in the siege 
of tlrar-city liuring World War II. 
At the cemetery I saw the 
picture of a 12 year old girl. She 
was a beautiful child. Her name 
was Tanya: I read her diary. It 
tells the terrible story of war. In 
the simple words of a child, she 
wrote of the deaths of the 
members of her family ... And 
finally these were the last words 
m her diary: 'A II are dead, only 
Tanya is left.' 
Let us think of Tanya and of 
the other Tanyas and their 
brothers and sisters everywhere 
in Russia and in China and in 
America as we proudly meet our 
responsibilities for leadership in 
the world in a way worthy of a 
gr_eat people." 
Richard M. Nixon's Acceptance 
Speech at th~ _Republican, 
National Convention 
August 23, /972 
There have been over 4.5 
million Tanyas in the last three 
and one half years of the Nixon 
Administration. Can we gladly 
shout "Four More Years"? 
Sources for footnotes 
1) Respectively, a) Scientists 
Westing and Pfeiffer of the 
Amer: Assoc. for the_ 
.Advancement of Science b) 
ibid: ~) U.s: Senate Refugee 
Subcommittee. 
2) J.B. Neilands, "Vietnam: 
Progress of the Chemical War" 
printed in "Not Since the 
Romans Salted The Earth ;Glad 
Day Press, page 6. 
3),4),5) Same Source 
6) Dr. George Perera, editorial 
"Vietnam: A Medical 
Consequence" mid-September 
1972 . 
7) Same Source 
8) Scientific Ameripn, May 
1972, p. 24. 
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news shorts 
With tt,e on~et of cold w'eather it is imperative that people 10 Elmira 
he h.:lped to get hack on the1r fet:t a~ ~oon as possible. :,.;ow working 
through Storefront in 1:lmira. the Ithaca College Flood Relid 
Organi1at1on need~ all the volunteers it can get to help these people. 
If enough people on campus would just give one Saturday or Sunday 
of their time, the work should be completed immediately and people 
might return to the1r own home~ for the Winter. thus avoiding 
expen~ive heating b1lb in trailers, or get heat in their own homes. 
Vlany vital ,erv1ce~ arc ~till lacking for these victims. It seems that 
there mu,t be enough concerned people on this campus to get this 
work dont:. There c, a great lack of volunteer~ on this po10t. Anyone 
1ntere~ted in helping at any po10t throughout the fall, or in 
organi;,mg a group to help, contact the Chaplains Office at X3184 or 
X3 l XS. 
"The Finger Lakes Runner~ Club" will hold its October meet on 
Sunday the 15th, with starting time at 2 :30 at the all-weather track 
hehind Lynah Rink at Cornell. Registration desks open at 2 :00 p.m. 
Events are run on the track and on nearby roads. Events are arranged 
according to ability and are acheduled for "The Run For Your Life" 
group who run mainly for health and fitness, and the competition 
who run for what competition offers them. Distances run are½ mile. 
I mile, 2 milt:s, 3 miles and 6 miles. 
NEWS FRONT MORNING REPORT 
The Newsfront Morning Report each weekday at 8 :00 a.m. on WICB 
radio brmgs into focus all the news from around the world as well as 
loc:illy. It's already mid-afternoon or evening 10 many places around 
the globe while it's still early in the morning of Ithaca, and the world 
hJ.~ .1lready made news'. Start your day off knowing what in the 
world is going on. 
\!ODER'.\ SPA::-.;ISH PL\ Y SCHEDLTLED . 
A t wentie.th-cent_ury Spanish play of great beauty will be the first to 
be oHered by the Cornell Unh·ersity Theatre Studio Series. Opening 
on Thur'sday October 19. will be Yerma. by Frederko Garda Lorca. 
Performances will continue through Sunday. October 2 2. and 
Thursday through Saturday. October 26-28. at 8: J 5 p.m.. in 
Drummond Studio in Lincoln Hall 
Tickets will go on public sale Thursday October 12 at the Thea-tre 
Box Office. lower level of Willard Straight Hall. It is open from 12-3 
p.m .. \londay through Saturday through October 28. Telephone 
Reservations may be made by calling 256-5165. Such Reservations 
must be paid by 3 p.m. of the ticket date. 
All students in the school of Humanities and Sciences who are 
interested in serving on the Curriculum Committee this year should 
send their names for election to John Sadwith, Assistant to the 
Dean, 206 Muller Faculty Center, By Wednesday, October 18, 1972. 
Meetings are held regularly on Tuesdays, From 4-6 p.m. in the Board 
Room of Job Hall and all interested students are invited to attend 
the next meeting on October 17. 
ITHACA MUSIC GIVEAWAY 
Beginning next Monday, WICB AM/FM will be giving away albums on 
the air. Listeners will call in and win LP's by such artists as Elton 
John, Simon and Garfunkel, Chicago, Yes, Fifth Dimension, Hollies, 
and many more. Stay tuned to MUSIC 61 and RADIO 91 --- the 
station that cares about you. 
RETURN OF SURVEYS REQUESTED 
The presedential preference poll which was distributed in mailboxes 
early last week are to be turned in to tbe intra-campus mail in the 
Terrace or Union mail area, or can be'left at the studios of WICB in 
the P.A. Building. Please return the filled-out surveys as soon as 
possible. 
M I D T O W N ~ECO~I & TAPE CENTER invites you to 
TRADE IN YOUR OLD 
YOUR OLD LPs ARE WORTH $2.50 
RECORDS 
TOW ARD PURCHASE OF ANY RECORD 
OR TAPE IN OUR HOUSE STOCK! 
(MANUFACTURER'S LIST $4.98 & -UP) 
OCTOBER 12 THRU 18 
That's rig_h~ ... MIDTOWN will accept any and 
all. of your. ol·d LP records, with their original 
covers, and give you a" $2.50 c.-edit on a record-for-record 
basis on the pu_rchase of a new LP or TAPEI 
Y ,n1 c.1n ~dcct from this area's largest record and tape selection and save 
S'.? .SO on l'HTY new LP or tape you buy (starting at S-!.98) with your old 
l.P rcnird in tr.1ck! 
MIDTOWN RECORDS & TAPES 
--tunr,w,gbrd-Dwl 
.·,µooo1~- f\dOIOr,U.Sl<'f 
317 College Ave. 
- •., 
Dr. Mulholland 
TESTING 
OFFICE 
By Terry Wilson 
Do you have doubts about 
your major? Do you ever 
wonder what kind of job you 
could get with your degree? Do 
you want to know where your 
real interests lie? 
The testing office, a branch of 
the Career Planning Offices on 
the third floor of the Union, 
exists to attempt to answer these 
questions. Dr. Walter E. 
Mulholland, head of the office, 
will interpret test results of two 
interest inventories, The Kuder 
Occupational Survey and the 
Strong Vocational Interest 
Blank, plus results of the 
Ed wards Personal Preference 
Schedule, a personality Survey. 
The results of these tests can 
determine whether your 
interests lie in your chosen 
major and what jobs you might 
be suited for. They also rate 
fifteen personality traits ranging 
from -Achievement, to 
affiliation, (associating with 
people,) to heterosexuality. 
In an interview Monday 
afternoon, Dr. Mulholland told 
us that other services provided 
include academic advising and 
help with study skills, (reading 
and taking notes.) Seniors this 
year have been notified of 
extensive help in the planning of 
graduate studies, or possible job 
ideas. 
Dr. Mulholland is at Ithaca 
College Monday, Tuesday, and 
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
He is a clinical psychologist, 
retired from Cortland State, and 
now has his own practice. He 
also works one day a week at 
The Lansing School for girls. 
The testing service was 
expanded this year, the 
program's second, to three days 
a week from last year's two 
days. The service assisted about 
300 people in it's first year, 
however this year it has only 
serviced about forty people. Dr. 
Mulholland feels the slow start is 
due to lack of knowledge, on the 
students part, of the program. 
Any student, free of charge, 
may pick up a set of these tests 
and complete them at his leisure. 
When the results are compiled 
the student is notified and meets 
with Dr. Mulholland for an 
average of thirty minutes. Dr. 
Mulholla·nd will not be 
counselii;ig a student with 
Psychological problems, (the 
Health Clinic handles that, he 
noted). He will be interpreting 
and explaining results, as well as 
advising you on any academic 
questions you may have. 
Seven other advanced 
Aptitude tests are on file in the 
uffice, however any other 
clinical or intelligence test one 
wi~hes to take may be obtained 
through the Director of Testing. 
"".....,.._ __ _,.....,_,_ _____ .....,_.., ___________ ..., ___ ...., .... .;..__, ______ ._,z.,,...i.i .. /''-· ....,. _ _.. _______ _.;...;..··;..;;·<;..;..··--· 
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"We have to, be-.11.~r)', (:/j!gr on . .. , 
rhi~ poinr: Thai 1he respoi1se is : 
/fl the image 1101 IQ the 
,,wn .. . /1'1 not what's there'that 
(tJunt.~. it's what's 
r1m1ected · -and carrying it one 
1tep further, it's not what he 
projects but rather ,vhat the 
)'()fer receives. It's not the man 
we have to change, but rather 
the received impression. And 
t!m impression often depends 
more on the medium and its use 
than it does on the candidate 
/11mself" 
- -Raymond K. Price, Nixon·s 
most prominent speech writer in 
rhe l<J68 presidential campaign 
Js quoted by Joe McGinniss in 
The Selling of the President, 1968 
• 
NEW YORK (LNS- - -"The 
one thing I feel strongly is that 
N 1xon is the most intelligent 
creature this country has 
produced in the 20th century," 
,aid filmmaker Emil de Antonio 
<luring an interview about his 
documentary on 
Nixon - -Milhous: A White 
Comedy. 
"lie is somebody who was 
down and out in 1962 and who 
1~ now in the White 
!louse ... The only figure in 
American life who runs the 
whole length of the cold.war and 
ends up in power." 
It is election year 1972 and 
the "New New Nixon" has ;i 
Jrrived; a perfectly molded {1' 
hybrid of over 25 years in '._ 
Politics which included two 
- 1', presidential campaigns :·-one a \ 
failure, the other a success - -
an<l four years of residency in 
the White House. But more 
importantly, Richard Nixon has 
hved throughthe dawning of the 
Age of Mass Media and has 
harnassed its power for his 
career. 
I n the words of columnist 
RH:hard Rovere, "[ Nixon) has 
an advertising man's approach to 
his work," acting as if he 
believed "politics [were)' 
products to be sold the public 
--this one today, that one 
tomorrow, depending on the 
discounts and the state of the! 
market." 
Nixon has come a long way 
and all the credit must go to his 
rnnning and fortitude and to the 
,1dmen--those grand 
1t1a111pulators of the media who 
l,1n turn a mad bomber into the 
Llove of peace as fast as you can 
~a y ·· All New! Revolutionary 
'kw! .. 
Really there is no "New New 
Nixon ... Nor was there a "New 
Nixon .. in 1968. He's just the 
,.1ml' old wolf in a slightly mod 
,1111. "A man," writes Robert 
The Ithacan, October 12. 1972. Page 9. 
PART I:. NIXON THE IMAGE 
• •• , ' • I, 
Portrait of a Politician 
Freidman in University Review 
"who dines in elegance with 
Chou En-lai and Leonid 
Brezhnev, yet has lived his life 
devouring communists." And 
devour them he did. In the 1946 
California race for Congress, he 
charged that his opponent Jerry 
Voorhies, was a communist-and 
Nixon won. In 1950 he 
red-baited Helen Gahagan 
Douglas and won again. The end 
result for Voorhies and Douglas 
was not just one lost election. 
Nixon's charges came at the 
beginning of the McCarthy era 
and lost these two their political 
careers. 
ext re me conservatives in the 
Republican Party. 
Nixon's anti-communist slurs 
are-present in the 1972 campaign 
too. Yet because he is trying to 
present a dignified figure, he is 
more subtle and coats his attacks 
with a seventies slickness. He 
implies that McGovern would 
destroy "the incentive whieh 
makes the- American economic 
system the most productive in 
the world." In his acceptance 
speech at the Republican 
Naional Convention this August, 
Nixon went on to say, 
Kleindienst to SecretJry of 
Defense Melvin Laird to 
Secretary of Health. Educ:at1on 
and Welfare Elliot Richardson to 
Governor Nelson Rockefrller to 
Governor Ronald Reagan to 
Senator Edward Brooke. 
"Theirs . [the Democrats I is 
not a new approach. It has been ____ ...::...c __ 
Agnew, who has played the 
adminsitration 's strong arm man 
from the beginning, is now 
passing that role around to other 
Nixon surrogates. Their speeches 
have none of Nixon's new-found 
subtlety. The tone of the 
speeches of Nixon's stand-ms is 
illustrated by a speech that 
Agnew made in Chattanooga 
September 21 where he accused 
McGovern of "parroting the 
"Seize the time" .. .Election time that isl 
propaganda of the North 
.,F:-::---.,--~---w-Vietnamese" and helping to 
,r-- destroy "the moral of thousands 
" of Americans who are not in 
'\ possession of the facts about 
\ Communist brutality." 
Scandal has been another 
\ integral part of Nixon's career 
\ tluoughout the years. Take for 
instance, the infamous 
\ "Checkers Speech" in 1952. 
, A young Richard Nixon went on 
\ 
national tel~vision to expl~in 
away susp1c1ous campaign 
contributions by pleading 
I poverty and talking about "Pat's 
good Republican cloth coat" 
; [no mink for her) and about 
/ "our little dog Checkers"-a 
1 campaign contribution "that 
1 we're going to keep". At the 
time that cornball speech saved 
his neck. And Nixon was shrewd 
enough to cover his tracks. He 
bought up the film and from 
1952 until I 97 I nobody saw it 
until a "liberated" copy made its 
way into de Antonio's 
documentary. 
It was Nixo;'s - steamroller tried before in countries .abroad 
Today the papers are full of 
various Nixon administration 
scandals. There was the ITT /San 
Diego/Chile uproar this past 
spring; the bugging of the 
Democratic Headquarters; the 
mysterious $IO million in 
campaign booty that snuck in 
attacks on Alger "Hiss during the and I can tell you that those 
1948 House Un-American who have tried it have lived to 
Activities Committee [HUAC) regret it. We cannot and will not 
hearings that earned him let them do this to America." 
Eisenhower's praise. "Here is a Nixon never bothers to say just 
man who has _ a talent for who "those who have tried it" 
Caper"-a public aamission that 
/t_he ~overn!11e't\:{. allowed a 
- handftil of, rarge grain ·exporters 
to cash m on the U.S.--Soviet 
grain deal at the expense of 
small gram farmers. • 
But Nixon no longer has to go 
t•n prime tune to explain his 
shady activities. Paper shredders, 
Dita Beards with heart attacks. 
Nixon aides with nifty 
disappearing acts. "I won't talk" 
ex-CIA burglars. an'd blase 
bu re a ucra ts like Secretary of 
Agriculture Earl Butz, take the 
rap for him. 
No, Tricky D1ck of the 
19 5 O's is still with us. It is only 
his outsides that have undergone 
major surgery over the past eight 
years. "Let's face it," Nixon 
ad-man Richard Ailes, a former 
executive producer of the Mike 
Douglas Show had admitted 
during the · 1968 campaign, "a 
lot of people think Nixon is dull. 
Think, he's a bore, a pain in the 
ass. They look at him as the kind 
of kid who always earned a 
bookbag. Who was forty-two 
years old the day he was born. 
They figure other kids got 
footballs for Christmas, Nixon 
got a briefcase and he loved it." 
Marshall McLuhan watched 
him debate Kennedy in the 1960 
campaign and thought he 
resembled "the railway lawyer 
who signs leases that are not in 
the best interest of the folks in 
the little town." Others have 
called him cold, bumbling, aloof, 
shifty-eyed, a used-car salesman. 
That's why his use of the 
media is more incredible. De 
Antonio was asked why he 
rlidn't make a film about 
Kennedy, since he was really the 
first one to use public relations 
techniques and the media in a 
big way. "Kennedy was 
superficially such a likeable man. 
He was smoother upperclass. The 
reason why Nixon is such a 
brillant politician is because he's 
so unlikeable-he doesn't look 
like anything. His manner is so 
jerky, compulsive, nervous, yet 
still he's able to win an 
election." 
In order to win the I 968 
election Nixon and his aides 
knew the five o'clock shadow 
and the unsavory past had to go. 
"Nixon has come across as a 
ferreting out subversive elements are, but you can be sure he's not 
where they exist." [Hiss was a talking about the Thieu regime 
State Department official who in South Vietnam. 
was charged with passing State But while Nixon is "taking 
secrets. He was finally only the high road" he has made sure 
convicted of perjury and spent that there are some of his 
several years in prison.) And it emissaries on the road who are 
Re-Elect the 
Dike Bomber? 
was Nixon's reknown as a "taking the low road", as it is 
staunchredhunterthatwonhim, now acceptably called in 
as a California congressman, the political circles. 
Vice-Presidential nomination. They range from Vice 
Eisenhower had to pick Nixon President Spiro Agnew to 
because he was the choice of the Attorney General Richard 
under the wire of a law requiring 
all contribution sources to be 
made public. And most recently 
there is the "Great Grain 
person larger than life," Nixon 
speechwriter Raymond Price 
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Cornell Trial-Defense Claims Judicial HaraSsment 
By Ward Silver 
"We, the dejeutlant and the 
witne.~.1e.1 for the defen.1e III lase 
week '.1 trial of Jim Beam, were 
dismayed at having been served 
subpoenas to appear hefore the 
grand 1ury th1.1 week. We Jee/ 
that the District A ttorncy is on a 
fishing expeditwn. We further 
feel that his actions are seriously 
damaging the other three 
defendants' ability to develop 
and conduct a proper dejim.1e. 
/lad we been aware, before Jim ·.1 
tna/, of the risk of being 
subpoenaed, we would have 
grave questions about testifying 
in hfa behalf The effectiveness 
of Jim ·s defense would have 
been in serious jeopardy. It is 
our opinion that the 
intimidation of defense 
witnesses through the threat of a 
grand· jury subpoena endangers 
Constitutional rights to a fair 
trial. 
Signed, 
James R. Bean 
Martha V. Cline 
Eliot J. Greenwald 
John T. Hannon 
Susan J. Martinson 
October 4. I 9 72 
War." Only two week<; ago. 
d1.;r;;e<; against all twelve \VCI c· 
dropped, as ~lated by the 
nlaintiff "in the intere<;t<; of 
jusllc.<-., Thus Geotge. wh,, had 
between two or ,thn•~ ,wople 
~uggesting drastu: , · :ig.:~ within 
governmental stn,. · may. 
result in arrest Jnd detam111 .... 
for conspiring to overthrow the 
government. 
In the last four years C0rnell had to summon ~u,,:" \\ 11 nt·,~i=~ 
University has witnessed the from points outside thl' c·1,u1,,,, 
takeover of Willard Straight Hall never even had a chan.:e Ill go to 
by blacks armed with guns, a jury trial but instead was left 
anti-ROTC demonstrations, to explain to others the 
numerous anti-war meetings and intracacies of legal detainment 
rallys, the coming and going of ust·d by Cornell University at 
Daniel Berrigan and Eqbal considerabk ~'<pense in personal 
Ahmad, the anti-war sentiments time. 
of economist Douglas Dowd The more serious charges -
(especially during Cambodia, attempted first degree riot and 
1970,) and the takeover of attempted arson - rounded out 
C a r p e n t er Ha 11 ( a . k . a . the college's attacks. Last week, 
Giap-Cabral Hall) last spring - to one of the four indictees, Jini 
just name a few. As a result, ~ ..... _Bean, was acquitted of the 
Cornell has earned itself charge of first degree riot. "It 
somewhat of a reputation for (was) clear from his trial that 
radical activit-ies and, like Jim Bean should never have been 
Berkeley, Michigan State, indicted," _said the Ithaca 
Harvard and Columbia, has also Defense Committee yesterday. 
had its share of political trials. That statement came in the 
wake of a highly controversial 
The most recent such trial 
stcinined from" ,an anti-war 
,ubpoenas. refused to testify 
~ ,·sterday and have been given 
until this Friday to consult 
a ·1 t o r n e y s . T h e o p e n in g 
statement of· this article 
epitomizes their feeling of 
betrayal. If Ithaca Defense's 
s'1 atement that Sullivan has been 
"outrageously abusing the grand 
jury process · :.:,d that the 
defendants have been ""g1u:;s!:• 
over indicted" (as Bean's 
acquittal may indicate) it should 
sharply underscore the anxieties 
of Cornell University with 
respect to the limit of basic 
constitutional freedoms. With 
chilling speed we have begun to 
understand the immediate 
"interests of justice." 
Editor's Note: This article was 
written for last· Thursday's 
lthacacn. Because of space 
limitations, however, it did not 
go in. The basic thrust of the 
story has not changed but there 
are several additional notes that 
should be included. Most 
important was the threat of 
criminal contempt charges 
against Jim Bean and the three 
other persons subpoenaed to 
testify. before the grand jury 
prior to the trial that will now, 
take place in November. 
Initially, as mentioned above; 
thesl! people refused to testify. 
011e of them had been 011 
obserrer from the Cornell Senate 
a11d stated her sources o; 
i11for111atio11 1\'en• co11Jide11tia/. 
The others pleaded the 5th 
A 111e11d111ent. Normally, civil 
contempt charges are ordaed. 
The criminal contempt charge 
was unusual because it indicated 
that the witnesses had seriously 
obstructed the judicial process. 
What th,•v were apparently 
doing, however, ,vns utilizing 
their constitutionnl righu :'., 
necessary self incrimination. In 
any case, these charges 
precipitated undesired testimonv 
and further shadowed tl;e 
questionable nature of this trial. 
Anyone who has remained 
close to the anti-war movement 
for several years must have great 
respect for those individuals 
whose tirelessness and patience 
has greatly expediated the 
subconcious twinges of guilt in 
every leader from Ike to Richard 
Nixon, the "Quaker Oaf." 
demonstration last May I I (a 
Friday), not too long after the 
departure from occupied 
Carpenter. The demonstration 
allegedly resulted in broken 
windows at Barton Hall and 
at tempted arson of the First 
National Bank's Collegetown 
branch. In one incident, 12 
persons were charged with minor 
infractions such as disorderly 
conduct and unlawful assembly. 
Yet bail was set at $500 each - a 
difficult amount to meet on a 
weekend. 
decision by District Attorney 
William P. Sullivan Jr. to 
subpoena Bean and four other 
witnesses who had testified to 
last week's trial, to testify at the 
trial of one of the other 
defcndents, Milton Taam, who is 
charged with first degree riot 
and at tempted arson. This 
decision, Taam insisted 
yesterday, "severely damages my 
constitutional right to a fair 
trial. The timing of the secret 
session has had a detrimental 
effect on my search for 
witnesses. Several witnesses have 
now expressed doubt about 
testifying in my defense because 
they don't want to he harassed 
in this way." 
NIXON continued from page nine 
However, U Thant's plea in 
1965 to end the war still sticks 
firmly in our minds: "l am sure 
the great American peopfe, if 
only they know the true facts 
and the background to the 
developments in South Viet 
Nam, will agree with me that 
·f u r t h e r b I o o d s h e d is 
unnecessary . . . As you know, 
in times of war and hostilities 
the first casualty is truth." When 
one thinks about how long the 
war has gone on and then 
realizes how long it may 
continue he also has to ask 
himself how long he thinks he 
can go on. That question has 
undoubtedly hung in the air 
with every new indicatioi:i of yet 
another attempt at political 
repression· aimed at anti-war 
people. The men in power have 
stretched the interpretation of 
law to such an extent that at this 
moment a simple conversation 
Not surprisingly, one of those 
persons charged was George 
Hildebrand, for some time an 
anti-war activist and an 
inst rumen ta! figure in the 
Carpenter Hall affair. When 
Cornell's Safety Division photo 
file apparently identified him as 
being in the vicinity of the 
alleged trashing he was 
subsequently arrested. George 
was held in jail from 7:30 p.m. 
May 12 until 11 :00 a.m. the 
next morning."lt was clear it 
was just a harassment." he 
claims. "The $500 bail was 
excessive and completely at 
variance with bail statutes since l 
have been an Ithaca resident 
since 1967. We were arrested 
long afterwards (24 hours after 
the demonstration), not in the 
course of any wrongdoing, but 
at the instigation of the Cornell 
authorities for having been easily 
identifiable as opponents of the 
Toni2ht 
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"The grand jury." Ithaca 
Defense adds, "is supposed to 
collect evidence to indict people, 
not to help the D.A. try people 
who have been indicted 4 
months previously. Yet on 
Monday, Sullivan asked specific 
questions about the 3 remaining 
defendants." They also 
described the grand jury as "an 
interference ... totally 
illegitimate ... (and) a fishing 
~xpedition" resulting in 
harassment and prosecution for 
their (the defendant's) political 
associations rather than alleged 
crimes." 
D.A. Sullivan maintains 
"There has been no intimidatio~ 
of witnesses by any proceding 
whatsoever." However, two of 
the witnesses, apparently ill at 
ease about the unexpected 
wrote. "Our task is to build that 
aura ..... So let ·s not be afraid 
of television gimmicks ... get th"! 
voters to like the guy and the 
battle's two thirds won." 
From then on the gimmicks 
flew fast and furious from the 
layers of pancake make-up to 
hide the stubble to the canned 
applause at every television 
appearance. In The Selling of the 
President. 1968. ad-man Ailes 
explains one particularly 
successful technique, the 
"spontaneous" television panel 
show. 
"Well, what's going to happen 
is all the 11uestions are going.to 
come through the operators over 
there, and then a runner will 
bring them down to the producer's 
table, and from there they'll go 
to a screenin~ room where the 
Nixon staff will tear them up 
and write their own. Then 
they'll go to Bud 
Wilkinson (the MC) who 
will cleverly read "them and 
Nixon will read the answers off a 
. card_" 
I 
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That was 1968. 1972 is 
another, slicker story. Take the 
Republican Convention this 
August. It was a perfectly 
orchestrated extravaganza; 
everything that Nixon and his 
promo-men could have hoped 
for. They were celebrities for 
Nixon, Democrats for Nixon, 
Blacks for Nixon, Women For 
Nixon, (NIXON), Slovaks for 
Nixon. There were two movie 
tributes to him- The Nixon 
Years: Portrait of a President, 
and Nixon the Man: Change 
Without Chaos, · and one to 
her-Pat: Tribute to the First 
Lady. 
And there was even a special 
"Youth' Rally", 8,000 strong 
held at the Marine Stadium in 
Key Biscayne starring Sammy 
Davis Jr. with gospel singers 
belting out "All Together Now, 
We Need Nixon Now". Nixon 
made a special .. surprise" 
appearance and the whole 
shindig was broadcast live into 
the convention hall and the 
homes of millions of Americans. 
In the past, candidates have only 
appeared once. before the 
convention-on the acceptance 
day, but this shrewd use of 
tech~ology-- and a lot of 
money-allowed him to «come 
into viewers' homes" even more 
than just on the acceptance 
night. 
The PR job was re.ally 
tremendous. Nixon, as he 
appeared on TV was a jovial, 
sensitive, concerned and capable 
man who travels to the capitals 
of China and the Soviet Union in 
the interests of world peace, has 
withdrawn half a million 
Ai:rterican troops from that 
.. bloody jungle war,'' cleared the 
environment, spurred on a sickly 
economy, tripled the number of 
women in government top jobs, 
waged a •-war on the home 
front" and on and on. A 
veritable superman, one could 
conclude.· 
On the convention floor, 
which ,the Republicans would 
like you to think was a 
microcosm of American society, 
everybody dug the hell out of 
Richard M- even the kids. Nixon 
Youth that is_ 
.. Young Zombies for Nixon," 
Robert Friedman calls them, 
continued on page twentJ 
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You Will 
Not Be 
14 
Gay in Hell 
BROOKLYN, N.Y. (LNS)- -A 
Jesus freak group known as Teen 
Challenge has undertaken a 
propoganda campaign to convert 
young gay people by 
"providing," through Biblical 
references, that homosexuality is 
immoral and perverted. 
The campaign follows a 
pattern _which has moved Jesus 
freaks throughout the country 
to attack gay people, often 
physically. Jesus freaks in San 
Francisco have repeatedly 
assaulted members of gay 
churches there. "' 
One of the approaches used in 
the Teen Challenge pamphlet is 
blaming the oppressed for their 
own oppression: "The word 
'gay' is a deception. Does gay 
describe the hours of remorse 
over being homosexual? Does it 
convey the agony of rejection?" 
The pamphlet closes with the 
following paragraph: "You are 
not gay, you are miserable. You 
are not gay, you are polluted 
and filthy. You are not gay, you 
are snared in a world of lust and 
refuse to accept the love of God 
that can deliver you. You will 
not be gay in Hell, but· 
tormented far worse than in this 
life . ., 
BNDD Approves 
Drug Analysis 
By Mark Brewer/(AFS) 
Palo Alto, California 
(AFS),- - - The Federal Bureau · 
of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs has decided to allow a 
private pharmaceutical 
laboratory in Palo Alto, 
California to provide chemical 
analysis of illegal street drugs to 
anyone who wants it, without 
demand in g the customers' 
names. 
Six months ago, however, it 
was the Bureau of Narcotics 
which forced the same operation 
to close. But the Bureau now. 
feels that anonymous analysis of 
drugs_ will show potential users 
how polluted and dangerous 
most street drugs are. 
Pharmchem Laboratories, the 
Palo Alto firm, calls its service 
"Analysis , Anonymous." They 
accept any drug sample, assign 
the inquirer a number, and 
charge a fee of ten dollars. Three 
days later, the customer may call 
the lab, give his number, and 
receive the results of the 
analysis. Although Dr. Larry 
Goldman, Vice-President of 
Pharmchem, admits that the ten 
dollar fee is a high price for the 
individual user, he contends that 
the service can be well worth the 
money. 
"If you have several capsules 
which you bought for only two 
dollars each and you thought it 
was mescalin," Goldman 
suggests, "it would still be worth 
ten dollars to find out the 
truth - - -because it's certainly 
not mesc_aijn for two dollars." 
Pharmchem's "Analysis 
Anonymous" program is 
currently the only one of its 
Kind in the country, · but the 
recent decision by the Bureau of 
Narcotics to encourage the 
service may 'inspire other 
laboratories to start similar 
operations. · 
A MUSIC EX:t:>LOSION 
Intra Fraternity Council Presents 
THIS FRIDAY 
Bat McGrath& DonPotter 
As featured in Chuck Mangionets 
tTogether '" concerts 
Walter Ford Hall 8 P.M. 
$2 .00 Admission 
THIS SATURDAY 
Don Ellis & Friends 
23 pieces strong 
toad, lrflssy, t1nd Jazzy 
Ben Light Gym 
8.30 P.M. 
$2.50 advance 
$3,00 at the door 
ADDEI) FEATURE provided /Jy IFC For Fill/ 
Wee/tend concert-goers ..... FREE IIDMISSION 
-will /Je grdnt1d If tlle Nd1111t, ,4 Sfllty 101, 
dhd .Ille North 'IO /Jy presenting tieltet stu/Js 
lrom t/Je s•me night ................................. .. 
Advance Discounted Tickets 
Avaiable at 
EGBERT UNIO-N 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
MIDTOWN RECORDS 
WILLARD STRAIGHT 
BOX OFFICE 
_____ .._ ___________ ......, _________________ - _________ -·-------
t 
:] 
,., . •'" .. ' j,', ' ·-~ ·, ', ·:. '. 
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CALENDAR 
BULLETIN BOARD 
THURSOAY,OCTOBl:.R 12 
Senior Pictures: 
Union Rec. Room, 9 a.m.· 4 
p.m 
Football Luncheon: 
Joh Room, l:.gbcrt U111on. 12 
noon. 
Brown Rice and Tea: 
Union Rec. Room, Medical Aid 
to I ndo-Chma, 5 to 8 p.m. 
Donation, Si I 
Karate Club: 
Wrestling Room, Hill Center, 
7:30 p.m. 
Israeli Folk Dancing: 
Dance Studio, Hill Center, 8 
p.m. 
Trivia Contest: 
Pub Lounge, 8 p.m. Semi-finals. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13 
Blood Bank: 
Terrace Dining Hall, IO a.m.- 4 
p.111. 
Shabbat Dinner: 
Union DeMotte Room, 5 p.m. 
Shabbat Service: 
Rowland Hall Coffee House, 
6:30 p.m. 
Hall of Fame Dinner: 
Union Dining Hall. Cocktails at 
7, dinner at 8. 
IFC Fall Weekend: 
Folk Singers, Bat McGrath and 
Don Potter with Que Pasa, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m., 
Admission $2. 
Play: 
"The Prime of Jean Brodie," 
Main Theatre, Performing Arts 
Bldg. 8: 15 p.m., Admission $2, 
free to I.C. community. 
SATURDAY,OCT0BER14 
Fellowship of Athletes: 
Hill Center Swimming Pool, 
11 :45 a.a.- I: 15 p.m. 
Varsity Football: 
Fordham vs. Ithaca, 2 p.m. 
Senior Horn Recital: 
Ford Hall, 2 p.m. 
Student Cello Recital: 
Ford Hall, 4 p.m. 
President's Post Game Cocktail 
Hour: 
Tower Faculty Club, 4: 15 p.m. 
(alumni) 
Dutch Treat Supper: 
College Dining Halls, 5-6 p.m. 
(alumni) 
Catholic Mass: 
Choral Room, Ford Hall, 6:30 
p.m. 
Play: 
"Brodie," see Friday, October 
13. 
IFC Fall Weekend: 
Don Ellis and Friends, 23 piece 
jazz band, Gym, Hill Center, 
8:30 p.m. $2.50 admission. 
BETHE 
VOICE 
ON YOUR 
CAMPUS 
Become the Village 
Voice subscription 
sales representative 
at your college. 
You'll make $2.00 or 
more from every 
subscription you 
sell. Call collect 
(212/W A 4-4669) or 
write to our 
College Office 
for details. 
80 University Place 
New York: N. Y. i0003 
SUNDAY,OCTOBER 15 
Catholic Mass: 
Ford Hall Auditorium. 1 I am. 
Union Lounge, 5 p.m. 
Protestant Worship 
Ford Hall, Choral Room, 11 
am. 
Deli Supper: 
Sponsored by Hillel, Union, Job 
Room, 4-7 p.m. 
Friends of I.C. Dinner: 
Tei-race Dining Hall, 5 p.m. 
S.A.B. Movie: 
"Bonnie and Clyde, " Union 
Rec. Room, 7 and 9:30 p.m., 
Admission 75 cents. 
Monday October 16 
Trivia Semi-Finals 
Union Pub Lounge, 8 p.m. 
Billiards Tournament 
7:30 p.m. 
1.C. Chorus and Concert Choir 
Ford Hall, 8: 15 p.m. 
PT Association Meeting 
Science 202. 7 p.m. 
Tuesday October 17 
Student International 
Meditation Society 
Science 108, 7:30 p.m. 
Green Room Performance 
Arena Theatre, P.A. Building 4 p.m. , 
Premedical Sciences 
Informational Meeting 
Science 202, 7:30 p.m. 
Billiards Tournament 
9:00 p.m. 
Chemistry Seminar - "Tunable 
Laser Studies of Electronic 
Energy Transfer" 
Science 307, 4:30 p.m. 
Center Faculty Meeting 
Home of Willard Daetsch, 7: 30 
p.m. 
Humanities and Sciences 
Students Meeting 
Board Room, Job Hall, 4-6 p.m. 
Film ·'Who Should Survive" 
Friends 208, 4 p.m. 
Women's Varsity Field Hockey 
Brockport vs IC, 4 p.m. 
Winter Weekend Meeting 
Union Rec Room, 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday October 18 
Camera Club Meeting 
Friends 103, 7:30 p.m. 
Billiards Tournament 
7:30 p.m. 
Concert - Malcolm Frazier, Piano 
Ford Hall, 8: 15 p.m. 
Israeli Folk Dancing 
Dance Studio, Hill Center 
Movies- Downtown 
Thursday-Tuesday 
"Butterflies Are Free" 
Strand, 7 and 9 p.m. 
BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE 
GREAT 
by Stephen H. Swartz 
Finally there 1s a sensitive (ableit schmaltzy at 
times) portrayal of a handicapped person on the 
screen. TV's versions of people with handicaps 
(Ironside-crippled from the waist down; 
Longstreet-blind; Cannon-obese) would have you 
think that to be crippled in some way only serves 
to make you better. I wonder how many friends 
Ironside would have if he wasn't a paraplegic? I 
mean he's not exactly the warmest, wittiest guy 
around. 
The primary asset of Butterflies .. .is that 
Edward Albert (son of Eddie Albert and Margo) as 
Don a ppeals to us as a person-not just a poor 
unfortunate whose every stumble commands a sigh 
of sympathy. It is only at those moments when 
writer Leonard Gersch gets cutesy with his 
dialogue (giving Goldie Hawn lines like "You 
should see my room ... Oh, I'm so sorry.")-when 
he over-stresses in the most facile manner Don's 
blindness--that the schmaltz begins to coat the 
screen. One would think that Gersch, a blind man 
himself, would have gone out of his way to avoid 
such patronizing nonsense. 
Faithfully adapted from the stage plav (Gersch 
Drama 
t>emg the author of both) there are very few 
exterior shots throughout the film. For almost 
ninety minutes we are in Don's room-and ff a 
director is going to stay inside that long both his 
actors and his dialogue have to be working for 
him. The director here is lucky: Edward Albert 
gives an admirable account of himself in his film 
debut-carrying off a very demanding physical as 
well as emotional role. Goldie Hawn is her usual 
ingratiating self and, cavorting around in her 
underwear "for almost twenty minutes (an old man 
sitting behind me was counting and I couldn't help 
l">ut overhear) she made this chauvinist's heart soar 
like a butterfly. Eileen Heckart, repeating her stage 
role as_ J?on's possessive mother, delivers .a sterling 
performance-capturing at different times the 
diverse nuances of upper-class bitchiness and true 
motherly love and devotion in some wonderful 
crisp scenes. ' 
Butterflies are free, yes they are. But even if 
_ you have to shell out a few bucks it's worth it for 
an evening of entertainment that pulls but does 
not tug on the old heart strings. 
p.s. If you're still reading this column-thanks 
for the note, Chris. 
THE EMPIRE BUILDERS 
by Ward H. Silver 
Does your mind ever seethe with unventable 
hostility? Are there moments when you feel 
compelled to escape from the inescapable? How 
are the limits of self-delusion manifested in the 
light of reality? S pecifially, what is reality-is it any 
more than a series of aborted dreams caught 
within diminishing spaces in time? 
Boris Vian's absurdist play,The Empire Builders 
being presented at Cornell's Willard Straight 
Theatre, answers many of these questions. · It 
involves four principle characters-afather 
(Ki~berly J: Delong};~- mother (Valorie Grear), 
theu daughter, named Zanobia (Peggy O'Brien) 
and maid Mug (Karin Franklin). Repeatedly, they 
are seen climbing stairs in a Pavlovian response to a 
noise emanating from nowhere in particular. Each 
act captures the nuances of cathartic potential 
within each character as the space they occupy 
grows increasingly smaller. This is brutally stressed 
through the inclusion of a fifth "character" the 
Schmurz (Patrick Fraley), a mountainous lu~p of 
bandages and bruises that serves as the masochistic 
object of the other characters'-excepting 
Zanobia-inner frustration and aggression. 
Notably, the father is seen as the most 
aggressive and finnally the most plagued by the 
grotesque Schmurz. In turn, the irrepressible Mug, 
whose perception is least shadowed by the thing, 
leaves the scene more out of disgust with the 
father and mother's demands; Zanobia whose 
ideology smacks of naivete in the fac; of the 
Schmurz, is suppressed by her parents and 
removed by force because of her "inability to 
cope." The mother,_whose characteristic 
submission to her husband, as well as to her own 
dilemmas, lets loose futr force on the Schmurz 
and finally disappears at the beginning of the third 
act. This leaves the father "alone"in the third and 
smallest room with the Schmurz, a mirror, and his 
old army clothes. This act, assuredly the strongest, 
plot and acting wise, rises and falls wavelike as the 
father confronts the crumbling illusions around 
him, tries once again to run, and realizes he can 
escape no longer. 
Other than Peggy Franklin and Kimberly 
Delong, the acting is less inspiring or invigorating. 
Miss Franklin's spitfire lines and Mr. Delong's 
confident presentation do strike an even balance 
for the other characters to blend into, however, 
and the Schmurz is well worth seeing. The 
show can be seen again tonight through Saturday_ 
t •-tobl~s "'" 
,A._~ 1159 DRYDEN RD. ~ 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
~ 3 MlLE0FROMll-lECORNELL CAMPUS ~ Robert S. Boot hroycl -- Class of '24' 
Roh<:rt L. Boothroyd -- Class of'60' 
I knry G. Kl·p,cr ----- Class of '52' 
\\"illiam Flynn -------C'.L.U. 
ROBERT .S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
INSURANCE 
"We Welcome Yo.11r /11q11iry" 
3/2 East Se11eca, 11/raca, N, Y. 
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NOTES· 
DINING HALL CLqSES 
The Terrace Diiting Hall will close for dinner for students S~nday 
night, October 1 S ~ Students are asked to please eat at the umon or 
Towers Cafeterias. 
FALL WEEKEND 
Fall Weekend Tickets on sale in the Union Lobby, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., 
Monday-Friday. 
VOTER REGISTRA. TION 
Voters Registration in the Union Lobby, 12 noon to 4 p.m., 
Monday-Friday. HAYRIDE 
d O t 21 'st Hayride. 9 p.m. Sponsored by Hillel. For Satur ay c - , ffT 35 
Reservations call Chaplain's Office :x.3323_. Free for A 11ates, 
cents for Non-Affiliates. Please let us know 1f you have a car. 
DELI-SUPPER 
Sunday Oct. 22'nd, Deli-Supper and Bowl-In. Sponsored by Hillel. 
DeMotte, 5 p.m. Reservations required. Call Chaplain's Office 
x3323. 50 cents for affiliates, $1.00 for non-affiliates. NOTE: This is 
a correction to the Intra-College._ 
NOTES ON NOTES 
All entertainment note; should be turned into the Ithacan Office b~ 
Monday noon. They should ~e type~, double-spaced and not excee. 
SO words. Please abide by this deadline. 
Pianist to Open Concert Series 
Pianist Malcolm Frager will 9pen the 1972-1973 Ithaca College 
Concert Series at Walter Ford Ha~l on Wednesday, Oct. 18. -
. h 8· l S Pm recital will be on sale a~ the door. 
Ts~t:~:ipfti~n t tick~ts for .the entire series, inc!udmg Frage_r, 
. . . Za eb the "duo Rampal and Veyron-Lacro1x 
I Sohst1 di gr ' . b -1 bl at the School of Music and Walter Berry' continue to e ava1 a e 
until the first concert. . . 
Frager's program will include Sonata No. 13 m G MaJor by Haydn, 
Sonata in D Major, Opus.IO, No. 3, by Beethoven and a 1926 Sonata 
by Bartok. He will also play two works by ~endelssohn: Rondo 
Capriccioso, Opl!_s 14, and Fantasy in F sharp mmor, Opus 28. 
CHORAL CONCER:r 
A concert of choral music will be presented at Ithaca C~llege 
Monday evening, Oct. 16. Free to the public, the program will be 
given at 8:15 p.m. in Walter- Ford Hall. 
The performers, under the direction of ~rof. Roland Bentley, are the 
Ithaca College Chorus and Concert Choir. 
The-·Chorus will open the program by singing the Mass in Honor of 
St. Joseph by the contemporary Flemish composer Flor Peeters. 
Prof. Frank Eldridge will be the organist for the work. 
Bentley will direct the Chorus in Song of the Open Road by Norman 
Dello Joio. The text is adapted from a poem of Walt Whitman. 
Richard Henly will be trumpet soloist and Karen Bauman the Pianist. 
A cappeila chorus settings of three poems by Irish poet James 
Stephens will be sung by the Concert Choir in Reincarnations, Opus 
16, by Samuel Barger. The three songs are Mary Hynes, Anthony 
O'Daly and The Coolin'. 
The Choir, under Bentley's direction, will also perform a festi_val 
cantata by Benjamin Britten, Rejoice in the Lamb, Opus 30. Soloists 
will be Patricia Saumsiegle, soprano; Jeanine Szlompek, alto; 
Kenneth Zwoboda, tenor; and Christopher Scholl, bass; with 
Eldridge as organist. 
Three Recitals Saturday 
Three recitals by Music School students tiave been scheduled at 
Ithaca College Saturday, Oct. 14. All, at Walter Ford Hall, are free to 
the public. 
The first, at noon, will be a piano recital by Melody Hess, a senior 
piano major and pupil of Mary Ann Covert. 
1\t 2 p.m. Saturday Rebecca Robinson, a pupil of John Covert, will 
present her senior hom recital. . 
The final recital of the afternoon, at 4 p.m., will be given by cellist 
Nancy Lally with Debra Liss as accompanist. 
PIRRO'S 
PIZZA 
272-1950 
SPEEDY. 
DELIVERY 
YOU RING-
WE BRING 
FREE,DELJVERY on orders of $.20.00 or more 
ere? 
Ten Years After - - -
Rock and Roll Music To The World 
By Bill Henk 
Without a douht ,\lvm Lee 1s 
one of the most incredible 
guitansts of our time. His 
lightning-quick fingers simply 
fly across the frets· of his hollow 
body Gibson guita't. And that's 
no hype. It's what is commonly 
known as fact. Leo Lyons, Ric 
Lee, and Chick Churchill are also 
, very capable, talented backup 
men to this super guitarist. But, 
as the first cut on side two says, 
"You Can't Win Them All.'.' 
Through Ten Years After's 
musical history, the group has 
shown spurts of greatness 
("Ssssh" and "Cricklewood 
Green"), something bordering 
on same ("A S p a c e I n 
Time") as well as spots of true 
boredom and 
mediocrity("Watt"). This one 
falls in the latter category, I'm 
sorry to say. A number of these 
songs were excellent live, but 
they've been slowed down on 
record and the group just plods 
through them uninspired. The 
excitement has been lost 
somewhere between the stage 
and the studio. The mixing job 
seems to be very poor. Alvin's 
guitar and vocals have been 
mixed far too down under. No 
excitement here. Even the 
superstars don't always have it, 
as this album shows. Try "Ssssh" 
or "Cricklewood Green" by all 
means, but stay away from this. 
The money is better spent 
elsewhere., 
BAT IN BELFREY ? 
By Robbi Morse 
At 5:24 p.m. on the evening 
of October 11, safety officers, 
Richard Tyson and Robert 
Christopher, nobly rescued the 
members of Valentine Dorm 
from a sleeping bat. The bat was 
in the stairwell of the fifth floor, 
hanging off the wall, but usuahy 
resides with his relatives and 
friends in the attic. The two men 
captured the bat under the 
bristles of a broom, and then 
professionally transferred the 
animal into a Cool Whip jar and 
covered it with a record album·. 
Because Mr. Christopher and Mr. 
Tyson are so humane, they let 
the bat go free out of a window. 
They assured the members of 
Valentine Dorm that as soon as 
they can get a hold of the almost 
extinct key to the attic, they 
will gladly rid the residence of 
Valentine of the other bats and 
find them new homes. 
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BREAD 
& 
PUPPET 
THEATRE 
by Pinky Ohanian 
If you're ever at a red light, happen to glance to 
your side and become enchanted with a funky 
,..:h0ol bus with Bread and Puppet Theatre painted 
on the side you have encountered the most 
amazing people around. A lit tie over IO years ago 
fifteen members of the Goddard Community got 
together to bake bread to earn money for a 
creative puppet theatre. The basic philosophy 
behind their dramatics is that everything they do 
portrays good triumphant evil. This was seen this 
afternoon. from two short exquisitely executed 
shows "The Brave Warner" and "The Man That 
Said Goodbye to His Mother." The group's 
puppets range from one to 25 feet 1n height and 
are made from papre mache and cellastic. The 
character's expressions arc enlightening mirror 
images, and the gestures create their movement 
and carriage to perfection. All their props and 
scenery are pure and simple in an eloquent 
manner. Peter Shulman, the group's manager has 
toured the group through Europe and the United 
States. Soon, the addition of IO members will 
create a larger body to extend the length 
production, as was seen in the Performing Arts 
Building Wednesday night, to tour Montreal and 
Boston. To earn extra money for the show the 
members of the Bread and Puppet Theatre block 
print sheets and make posters to express their 
individual and group ideas about thoughts of life. 
death, the sun, the moon, and the Bread and 
Puppet Theatre way of life. Simplicity of 
instruments and voices only add to the complexity 
of their performance and the eloquence of their 
prevailing philosophy over evil becomes a reality. 
Many parents had brought their children to watch 
the animation of the puppets through the night 
and they Iaughe:l at this and the funny dialogue. 
Although I saw many smiling faces on the students 
at this college they too should have been laughing 
at the animation of the puppets. 
::• : ··:.~: ~ ··.: :: ·.-~: 
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ROSCOE 
CRAFT CENTER 
EHi4TONiGHT TUES. 
- cOIINJtl m. SIIOW snan 1,JO ,_._ 11An•uar." su1. ar z ,.a. 
MARI BROJHERS · TIOSIZAIY A 
laTWOOffTIIIIICUHIU ' .,,_ 
1. ,atll,1 - tantll,s - t,ramics 
Hand-blown Glass - Macram, 
Plants __ Wall-llan1in1s 
In 111, Gall,ry: On, _11111n s/Jows 
ROSCOE N.Y. 
Exit 94 Rt. 17Quickway 
Mon. - Thurs. 10 A.M. • 6 P.M. 
Frl.•Sat. 10A.M.•9:30P.M. 
Sunday 9:3!)_~.M. • ~c..=!.!! P.M. 
Tel: 498-5500· 
, ·•r·~lil,V 
"THE COCOANUTS" and ~ ··,')r' 
"MONKEY BUSINESS" 
3rd A HIT WEEK! li=Mi~!I 
m·s. 7,JO" •.es,..__ MU. SAT." WI. Z •.•• 
~ WOODY ALLEN'S 
H-~-~~*-
-"' •• t'e &NOW AaMIT 91.J:• 
R,,. 'IIUfWlal.uauDTOAUC"" ......... 
. NOW ~~~:'s!r::~~ lil#t,fit•i 
THE FILM WITH THE FACTS THAT DEFEND 
THE PRESIDENTIAL 
flf PORT ON 085CENI It ANL> PORNOGRAPHY 
"BEYOND ALL LIMITS" 
IS IIOT A sPAtl flUI 
TUTMHCOlOl-<Hsmnac;a-rson, 
,It..~. 
,_,,.,, , .. 1· 
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lecture to be held 
Contentment Through Transcendental Meditation 
As the fall semester moves 
into high gear, we may 
innocently be looking for signs 
of any new, exciting 
revolutionary activity. At first 
glance, it may seem that the old 
revolutionary spark ti.as 
disappeared. At least it may not 
appear as much on the surface as 
last year. Perhaps it is-on a 
quieter and deeper level-suggest 
members. of the Students' 
International Meditation Society 
(SJMS), an organization 
established on campus to make 
available the knowledge of 
Transcendental Meditation as 
taught by Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi. 
In general, revolutions of the 
past have not succeeded in their 
attempt to bring peace, 
happiness, and fulfillment to 
individuals and society. 
Philosophers of all ages have 
agreed that within man is a vast 
reservoir of potential which he 
should be capable of utilizing; 
that life should be lived in a 
state of joy, freedom and 
fulfillment. Yet in spite of all 
our intellectual knowledge, we 
lack the ability to structure 
ourselves in society in such a 
way as to bring about this 
natural state of life. Some 
knowledge is missing, knowledge 
of this vast reservoir of energy 
and intelligence at the center of 
every individual, but knowledge 
from direct practical experience. 
Transcendental Meditation 
(TM) is a technique which gives 
an individual direct access to this 
reservoir and unfolds the full 
value of creative intelligence in 
life. Opening a channel to this 
inner field of intelligence allows 
an individual to bring more of 
these qualities of energy' 
intelligence, creativity, and 
happiness into his active· life. 
One begins to utilize the full 
potential of the conscious mind 
rather than the five to ten 
percent which we generally call 
"normal." That' full potential is 
available to every individual. The 
need i!. only for a practical 
technique to tap our inner 
resources and begin to display 
greater creative intelligence in 
daily activity. 
TM is a simple natural process 
I earned through personal 
instruction and then practiced 
for a few minutes each day. It 
does not involve any effort or 
concentration but is easy and 
enjoyable using the natural 
tendency of the mind to seek 
greater happiness. Meditators 
report profound results from 
this simple practice. A unique 
state of mind and body is 
produced during TM which 
doctors are now investigating to 
determine what benefits in 
health can be expected from the 
practice. 
Simply, a state of very deep 
rest, deeper than any point 
during sleep, seems to be 
spontaneously gained with the 
result that deep rooted stress 
and tension is dissolved along 
with the daily accumulation of 
normal fatigue. Free from stress 
and tens10n, an individual acts 
more spontaneously and more 
effectively and is able to enjoy 
life. 
As stress and tension is 
dissolved the individual begins to 
ex press more fully the life 
supporting qualities contained in 
this infinite reservoir which 
underlies and nourishes all life. 
As the awareness of the mind is 
allowed to experience finer 
states of thought, transcend even 
the finest aspect of the thinking 
process, and experience pure, 
awarene~s in the sourc.:e of 
thought. the nJture of the mind 
becomes infused wnh these 
qualities and bnngs them out 
into ac.:1iv11y. 
Chip Dunn. a teac.:her of 
Transcendental Meditation. 
describes the effect of TM as one 
which "develops creative silence 
in the awareness. An artist 
structures beautiful creations in 
the silence of his studio .. To be 
more creative we n«;:ed more to 
be in silence; yet today it may 
seem difficult to find this 
silence. Through TM we take our 
awareness to finer states of 
m e n t a I activity ·and 
systematically arrive at the 
source of thought which has this 
quality of creative silen~e. TM is 
a practical technique for every 
individual to locate this infinite 
silence which is at the basis of all 
activity and to gain a position 
established in 'this silence from 
which to act." 
The general experience of 
meditatcrs is that studying 
becomes easier and actually 
enjoyable, life becomes more 
spontaneous, and personal 
relationships become deeper and 
more meaningful. Psychological 
tests have actually measured this 
growth of creative intelligence 
from TM in terms of increased 
perceptual ability, faster 
reaction time, more stable 
response to stressful stimuli, 
improved grades, and general 
improved well being. 
TM works in a subtle way to 
bring life to its normal state of 
maximum development. "An 
'inside job,' TM works on the 
level of the individual and on the 
level of the nervous system to 
reach the goal of evolution, 
which is maximum happiness, 
l'IJaximum knowled_fil:. maximum 
Cornell Concert Com missio'l. 
Friday 
October 20 
PRESENTS 
8 & 11 p.m. 
Bai'ley Hall 
$3. at Egbert Union 
fulfillment for th.: 11uli, idual and 
soc.:iety. Be..:aus.: 11 is the most 
effec.:tive tec.:hniqu.: for rapidly 
bringing about this ernlutionary 
progre,,. we c.:all it 
revolutionary:· .. \ r.:,·nfution is 
only speeded-up evolution. an,1 
on a very qui.:t level T'.\I 
ac.:c.:omplishes this goal. 
There will be a special lec111re 
on Transcendental !\ledi1a1io11 
Tuesday. Oclober 17 at 7:.lO in 
Science I08. The lecmre is open 
10 the public and will include a 
discus.o;ion of the physical effects 
of TM and some of the recent 
scientific in,·esligation in this 
area. 
Tourney Increases 
Chess .. Appeal 
By Gary Reing 
The isolated country of 
Iceland commanded the 
attention of the world this 
summer. Another battle in the 
Cold War was being waged, not 
by politicians or soldiers, but 
instead the world's foremost 
chess players. Boris Spassky of 
Russia, the defending world 
champion, faced Bobby Fisher 
of the United States, the 
challenger. They were to play a 
grueling twenty-four game series 
for the world championship over 
$ 1 00, 000. Unfortunately, the 
commercial aspect o·f the match 
overshadowed the quality of the 
games. While politicians weren't 
playing at the board, they were 
involved in a behind the scene 
game of political manipulation. 
The U.S. State Department was 
solidly supporting Fisher in his 
demands and communicated this 
to the Russians. In reply, the 
Russians wanted Spassky to 
wi thd raw. · Despite these 
difficulties, the series was 
played, the end result being a 
Fisher victory. 
Throughout this country 
many people were exposed to 
chess for the first time. The 
media exploited the new interest 
value of the game to the fullest 
extent. The populace, though 
interested, had trouble 
understanding the actual play of 
the game. In an effort to 
promote understanding, 
educational television in New 
York hired Shelby Lyman, a 
chess master, to provide a move 
by move C.:Olllllll'ntary an,I 
analysis dire..:ted toward till' 
layman. Lyman hel·ame and 
instant c.:elebrity and enhalll"l'd 
the understanding of the gam.: 
for all. 
In a further effort to promote 
understanding of the game of 
chess, two ithaca College 
professors have initiated a three 
credit course·on chess under the 
Center for Individual and 
In te rd isciplinary Studies. The 
course is taught by Martin 
Sternstein (Mathematics) and 
Stephen Schwartz (Philosophy). 
There are two sections of the 
course, one for beginning players 
and the other for those who 
have a working knowledge of the 
game. Both sections feature a 
combination of theory and 
practice. There are on-going 
round-robin tournaments in 
both classes so that the student 
can gauge his ability in relation 
to other "'players. This course, 
like any other in CIIS, is 
experimental ancf needs vigorous 
student support to be offered 
again. 
Other chess happenings on the 
1.C. campus include a 
college-wide tournament to be 
held early in December. This 
tournament is open to any 
member of the college 
community and will determine 
the college's representatives in 
the state tournament. In the 
near future a chess team will be 
forming to play on the 
intercollegiate ·1evel. Watch the 
Ithacan for further news in this 
area. 
The Master in Thought 
'J. ···.~. --~. •!·- .~:.' 
.. , 
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Communist Party Candidate. Campaigns 
Within "Existing .Realities" 
By Steve Devitt 
Denver, Colorade (CPS)- A 
st range aspect of modern 
American politics is that the 
only accessible presidential 
candidate is a communist. 
George McGovern has been 
running a mass meilia campaign 
while President Nixon hasn't 
been campaigning at 
a ll--u nleashing administration 
underlings to spread his word. 
Gus Hall, the Communist 
Party candidate for president, 
can't work that way. One of the 
intrinsic problems of Ms 
personal race for president is 
that few people know about hes 
candidacy. So Hall has'to talk to 
anybody who will listen, and 
usually has to ask them to listen 
first. 
Hall doesn't expect to win, 
but he realizes that as a 
presidential candidate on the 
ballot in 13 states, the media has 
to listen to him. 
On the surface, Hall seems to 
be campaigning against Nixon 
more than he is for himself. 
"If Nixon is re-elected," Hass 
warns, .. This country will face 
four years of a recationary 
president who doesn't have to 
worry about being re-elected." 
Hall is not only concerned 
with Nixon. Of special interest 
to Hall is George Meany, head of 
the AFL-CIO, who he describes 
as a '"jacket on the leash of the 
administration and the 
corporations." 
Hall spoke to newsmen 
recently in Denver the same day 
IC Enroll1nent Evaluated 
Ithaca College's total 
enrollment hovers once again 
around the 4,000 mark--an 
optimum number, according to 
President Ellis L. Phillips, Jr. 
This year's official figure is 
---3,947, undergraduate and 
extramural students. · 
Thirty-nine students are 
enrolled in the College's Foreign 
Study program in London, 
Madrid, Heidelberg, Berlin and 
Paris and another 75 students 
are participating in the physical 
therapy program in New York 
City. 
~ increase of students who 
wished to live on campus 
resulted in the tripling of some 
rooms early in the semester, but 
all involuntary triples were 
dissolved within the first few 
weeks of school. 
This year's freshman class 
stands at 1,254 compared with 
1,321 last year, although 
fresman applications for 
admission were up a thousand 
over last year. Class distribution 
figures also showed l ,057 
sophomores, 826 juniors and 
810 seniors. Women once again 
outnumber men 2,136 to 1,811. 
Transfer totaled 167 this fall 
compared with last year's 139 
and the number of re-admissions 
also climbed from last year's 90 
students to 100, who returned 
to the College after a semester or 
more absence. 
The breakdown of the 
Scliools and Divisions are 
follows: Humanities and 
Sciences--1,818 students (780 
men, 1,038 women); Allied 
Health (Speech Pathology and 
Audiology, Health 
Administration and · Physical 
Toerapy)-570 students (120 
men, 450 women); Music-442 
students (166men, 276 women); 
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation-421 students (22 l 
m.en, 200 women); Business 
·Administration-274 students 
(238 men, 36 women); 
Communications-267 students 
(201 men, 66 women); and the 
Center for Individual and 
Interdisciplinary Studies-155 
students (85 men, 70 women). 
Ho.Jo W11rs on Hitc//-lJilters 
(Thanks to the Great Speckled Bird., 
(('PS)-Hitchhikers used to have 
to face weather and time. But 
times are getting worse: now 
they have to face the wrath ·of 
the Howard Johnson 
chain of roadside eateries. 
Each Howard Johnson 
n-staurant along the New Jersey 
Turnpike has been provided with 
anli -hitchhiker placemats. 
The colorful mat tells of a 
study of hitchhikers 
apprehended on the New Jersey 
Turnpike. 
Meadow Court 
Shell" 
.l/ 7 N. Meadow St. 
lt/1aea, N. Y. 
Jen')' Holde11 • .Mgr. 
A.II Typn of Repairs 
NYS INSPEC/10N STA 110N 
:!71-2288 
For 
advertising 
inform,;ation: 
. call: 
,274-3207 
The diner is given this 
information: out of 501 
hitchhikers, 162 were runaways, 
98 were AWOL servicemen, 
seven were escapees from mental 
institutions, five were escaped 
convicts, •and one was a 
murderer. 
To complete the picture 
Howard Johnson displays two 
drawings. One of a long-haired 
freak being passed by two 
scowling travelers, and one of 
happy people waving to a 
grinning cop. 
..HAPPY'S HOUR" 
Friday and Saturday 3-Sp.m. 
Pitcher of Bud- $1.00 
Most Mixed Drinks 
Bloody Marys 3 - 7 p.m. Sat. 50c 
Sargeant Shriver came to collect 
union, minority and student 
votes. While Shriver raced from 
audience to audience, Hall 
talked to a small group of 
newsmen. 
Since Hall knows he's not 
going to be elected, he doesn't 
have to worry about offending 
people: 
When asked if· President 
Nixon had changed since the 
McCarthy era, Hall said, "No, 
Nixon is what he always has 
been, a totally unprincipled 
reactionary." 
The FBI. according to Hall, 
hasn't changed either. Hall, who 
spent eight years in prison a 
as a result of the McCarthy 
years, claims that the late J. 
Edgar Hoover w~ the "biggest 
liar this country has ever seen." 
•'Whenever Hoover wanted 
money," Hall wd, "He would _go 
to Congress and tell them lies 
about me." 
- Hall can come down hard on 
Nixon, but only criticized 
McGovern lightly. In fact, Hall 
told newsmen a story defending 
McGovern's welfare programs. 
.. A Nixon aide recently said 
that the McGovern welfare 
policies are unrealistic because 
the people with the money are 
unwilling to give anymore." If 
the Communist Party was in 
power, according to Hall, such 
people would be given a 
"Godfather" proposition: "A 
request they couldn't refuse." 
Hall describes the McGovern 
programs as liberal, but not 
enough. · 
McGovern, he told CPS, wants 
90 days to end the war, but "all 
it would take is 90 seconds." 
Hall doesn't believe Nixon 
will end the war,_ and that 
McGovern is presently making 
headway in his presidential 
campaign because people are 
realizing that "this bastard 
(Nixon) isn't going to end the 
war, but just de-escalated 
enough to get re-elected'." 
"Anybody would be better 
than Nixon," Hall said, and he 
views McGovern as "the lesser of 
two evils." 
McGovern· is still a candidate 
on the capitalistic ticket he said, 
and has several flaws. 
"While McGovern is a dove in 
Vietnam, he's a hawk in the 
Middle East," was Hall's main 
criticism. '"Hawks and Doves 
cannot exist in the same cage, 
and McGovern is makin2 a very 
opportunistic appeal to the 
Jewish vote through his stand on 
the Middle East." 
An affable man, Hall doesn't 
fit the stereo-typeil ·image ol the 
"dirty commies" who are trying 
to take over the world. He was 
born into a miner's family in 
Minnesota and became involved 
in organizing unions and 
unemployed people during the 
depression. 
Hall has the distinction of 
being the only presidential 
candidate to visit North 
Vietnam, and was in that city 
when the U.S. resumed the 
bombing. 
Hall doesn't believe in a 
violent overthrow of the 
government. 
"You have to work within the 
existing realities," he concluded. 
Amour Amour 
TWO PARlS LOVE." 
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Amour Amour 
A CANDIDLY SENSUOUS PERFUME 
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In the yet-to-be written history 
of rock and roll, I 969 may well 
be remembered as the year that 
the rock press began affixing the 
label "supergroup" whenever and 
wherever the opportunity 
presentt.-<l itself. Blind Faith and 
Crosby, Stills & :,;ash suited the 
lt:rm to a tee. But, while the term 
may have felt nice, the extra 
Humble Pie 
By Bill Henk 
pressure and added constant across the Atlantic, except as an 
a ttcntion were often unwanted import found in fairly limited 
and unneeded disadvantages. stores. Second, shortly after the 
Amidst all the confusion that release of these two albums, the 
re~ulted, and with the press so Immediate record company 
willing to apply its new-fangled folded, making it doubly hard to 
terminology to almost any new find either album here. Shortly 
band formed of the ruins of old, thereafter, A&M picked up their 
Humble Pie was one of the many contract in the States, and there's 
groups that soon found be-en no problem since. But, 
themselves thusly adorned. And there's been no American release 
it's easy to see why. Steve of"TownandCountry"either. 
Marriott was the lead The hope of finding and 
guitarist/lead vocalist of the hearing "Tow11.and Country" has 
original Small Faces (a hard been multipliecl several times by 
rm:k'n'roll band best known in the reviewers and ·critics often 
this country for "ltchycoo Park" stated insistence that the album 
and the circular album cover on was without a· question the finest 
their "Odgen's Nut Gone Flake" that Humble Pie has ever done. 
I pJ. Greg Ridley was the bass Well, in this reviewer's opinion, alJ 
player of one of England's finest the mightly exaltations I've read 
little known rock bands, Spooky and seen have been completely 
Tooth, while Peter Frompton had accurate. There's simply not a bad 
been the young leader of one of cut to be found anywhere on the 
England's top up-and-coming album. If it were a brand new 
bands - - The Herd. To this album, I'd have to call it the best 
nucleus was added Jerry Shirley album released thus far this year. 
on drums, and the name of It's got to be ranked in the upper 
Humble Pie. echelon of rock's history 
Signed to Immediate Records, alongside such albums as "Layla", 
their first album was recorded in "Who's Next", "Gasoline Alley", 
the _su~mer of 1969. Due to "Let It Bleed", "Everybody 
assorted arguments over how the Knows This is Nowhere", "Deja 
cover should look, the album was Vu", "Moby Grape", "Allman 
finally released about a year after Brothers Live at the Fillmore", 
it was recorded. "The company well - - I think you get the picture. 
was trying to win a fuckin_g Nobel If you're expecting the hard 
Prize for the cover," said Marriott rock'n'roll, slashing guitars, and 
in Creem. "We told 'em to just screaming vocalists that have 
stick it in a paper bag .. - typified the last few Pie albums, 
anything to have it released." In then you're in for quite a surprise. 
the meantime, "Town and Steve Marriott had this to say 
'Country" had been recorded and about the album: "All throughout 
released in December of 1969. the first year, I was really 
Thus, their second album was subdueing my instinct to play 
actually their first, and vice versa. dirty . .rock'n'roll ...... .After all itf 
The problems up to this point was Pete's band and I don't want 
have been two-fold. First, to tread on, his toes. So Pete's 
although "As Safe As Yesterday" often more lyrical, jazzy approach 
was released in this country on is well to the fore on this album." 
the Immediate label, "Town and Those few sentences describe the 
Country" never did find its way album very well. The album is ' 
·s·PECIAL 
dominated by soft and sometimes 
not so soft but always 
-fy,rical acoustic guuars 
with often a piano background. 
That's not to say the material isn't 
rock'n'roll because it is. But it's a 
much lighter rock than we've 
come to expect from a group. 
Except for two cuts, the rocking 
is done acoustically (with an 
occasional electric guitar found in 
the break.) Marriott gets his only 
chances to really kick ass and let 
it all hang out in "Down Home 
Again" and "Silver Tongue". 
While the others may not rock 
quite as hard and fast, for the 
most part they are better, more 
memorable songs. The fact is that 
I've been carrying several of them 
around in my head for the last 
week or so. One of them is from 
"The Sad Bag of Shaky 
Jake":"Shot a m.an down when r 
was just · 18/Since that day they 
call me Shaky Jake/Shaky Jake 
what you gonna do/Texas rangers 
comin' after you/Here's the price 
you pay for one mistake/ Get off 
the streets it's Shaky Jake". 
"Every Mother's Son" tells the 
story of a forced farewell: "The 
last time I saw her she was waving 
me goodbye/She swore no other 
boy would take my place/I took a 
Mississippi Queen through New 
Orleans and down the Bayou/I 
hope to find my destiny, my 
fortune and my -fame". The 
chorus is the real killer in this 
one: "Please tell her that I said 
hello/Explain to her I didn't want 
to go/The message from her 
daddy said he's gonna see me 
· dead/ And if I can get out now 
she'll never know." I find myself 
singing that one to myself 
whenever I'm bored to the edge of 
sleep in a class, or waiting in a 
lunch line, It can really work 
wonders. 
The songs themselves are fairly 
···,. ~J SALE Atl,B:~ 
\ ',~ ·,, J ~ ~~- 13 ~lfS OPEN 'TIL 
l~q_ ~<-~ $ 3a 13 MIDNIGHTI (\.___ ..,.J..... :-,.._.= ""'I - ,, Pac·h/ 
~, ~ --· -,,, \rf\ l I// 
~;~f_ I.~ .· ,: ~'- ~~ ~ ( ,J. ..::-v~, ---~~ 
THESE 13 BEST 
SELLING LABELS 
COLUMBIA - RCA VICTOR - CAPITOL 
ANGIL - VANGUARD - POLYDOR 
DECCA - A&M - ABC - DUNHILL 
IMPULSE - PHILLIPS .... D.G.G. 
$359 5_98 Ewr~ LP on Tht•!'-t' $399 6_98 
-usr 1:t (;rt•at Lalu·l!'o on Salt•! -.usr 
111,.·n ,.,.,.1,.,1,.~- •1,:111.•1:0II P.\I. ,,·, 11.,, 
iscourif"r8Cords t 
405 College Ave.• Ithaca• 272-2215.. 
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well distributed among- several Most memorable are ·John 
different authors. Marriott has Kay·s "Desperation .. , Marriott'!& 
written four, Frampton two, and "Buttermilk Boy" and "Alabama 
Ridley and Shirley one each. '69", and Frampton's story of a 
From an outside source, Humble plane crash entitled "I'll Go 
Pie pulls Norman Petty and Bob ~one". Ian Mcl,.agen's "Growing 
Montgomery's "fleartbreak" Clo·ser" is a direct snatch of 
one free - like a kind of Chuck Berry's "Little Queenie" 
congratulations for buying a good with a slight change. But then 
product. And "As Safe As everybody has copped something 
Yesterday" is not a bad bonus. from Berry at one time or 
It's nowhere near what Humble another. 
(written for and first done by hi conclusion, Humble Pie's 
Buddy Holly): "Town and Country" is a mus1 if 
When you go to buy this Ip, you like hard rock and some of 
consider that you're buying the recent Humble Pie albums. It's 
"Town and Country" because it's a must if you hate.har,d rock and 
well worth the money; and that some of the recent Humble Pie 
you 're getting· "As Safe As albums. It's a must even if you've 
Yesterday"· as sort of a free hated everything else Humble Pie 
bonus. That's like buy one and get has done. It may take you a 
Pie has done since, but it does listening or· two until you really 
have its memorable moments. It's get into the album, but once 
much more the typical hard rock you've jeard it two or three times, 
Humble Pie performance. The you'll be listening to it until the 
sound also bears a strong grooves are so worn that you can 
resemblance to Marriott's last see through 'em. Buy it and see. 
Small Faces' efforts' · 
By Doug Sahadi 
A form or style of recordings, 
that exist but are not very well 
known is novelty. In the 1920's 
thru the late 40's, novelty was 
considered a song which 
answered another song. In other 
words, if Singer A recorded a 
song "Going to Texas," Singer B 
would record a song "Leaving · 
Texas For Good" or something 
in that order. Novelty also 
expressed music that simply was 
different than the standards of 
the time. In most cases, though, 
novelty was just written off as 
another type of music. Very 
rarely was it that novelty made 
dents in the top selling 
recordings. 
In the early l 950's, a 
humorous but novel set of 
recordings appeared on 78 
rpm's. These recordings were 
called "Pardon My Blooper." 
Kermitt Schaeffer produced the 
set. However, it wasn't until the 
recordings were re-released on 
Jubilee Records as long playing 
33rpm disks that they started 
gaining in popularity. Presently, 
Kermitt Schaeffer is on the 
Kapp. label. Unfortunately, his 
most recent records can't even 
.. 1191 
compare to the Jubilee. albums 
for their comedy value. In fact, 
much of what is on his Kapp 
albums are bits.and pieces of the 
original album series. 
Finally, novelty recordings 
reached their climax (thank 
God) when a duo by the name 
of Buchanan and Goodman 
made their appearance on the 
charts country-wide with their 
recording of .. Flying Saucer -. 
Parts 1&2." Since the success of 
that record (which incorporated 
talking and short segments of 
music), the duo tried to record 
other winners (if you will) but 
failed. They never again came up 
with another record · thal 
achieved the greatness that the 
"Flying Saucer" had attained. 
But, the fact remains that they 
did leave us with 20 some-odd 
attempts at novelty such as the 
Untouchable and Santa series. 
Just one last bit of wisdom 
for anyone interested. If you 
have original ~opies -of Buchanan 
aQd Goodman records that are in 
good condition (especially the 
less known ones), hold on the 
them as they have become quite 
. valuable to collectors! 
uy 
nus column is supposed ·to represent some of the best in album 
entertainment, past and present. Despite the extremely high price 
one must pay for records these days, we feel the albums presented 
here to be extremely good ana consistently so throughout and 
therefore wortn the money that mus,t be parted with. 
• Allman Brothers Live at the Fillmore-Capricorn 
Alone Together-Dave Mason-Blue Thumb · 
The Low Spa~k Of High Heel Boys-Traffic-Island 
The J. Geils Band-Atlantic 
Blue Oyster·cult-Columbia 
Bare Trees-Fleetwood ,Mac-Reprise_ 
American Beauty-Grateful Dead-Warner Bros. 
Kink Kronikles-Kinks-Reprise 
Led Zeppelin IV-Atlantic· 
Peter Kagan and the Wind-Grodon Bok-Folk-Legacy 
I t 1-Grin-Spindizzy (CBS) 
Don Quixote-Gordon Lightfoot-Reprise 
'.\lusic of '.\ly ~1ind-Stevie Wonder-Tamla 
In the Court of the CTimson King-King Crimson-AJlantic 
Parsley, Sage. Rosemary and Thyme-Simon and Garfunkel-Columbia 
Sicely Out of Tune-Lindisfarne-Elektra 
• The Best of Delaney and Bonme-Atco 
Jonathan Edwards-Honky-Tonk Stardust Cowboy-Atco 
B~ach Boys-Holland-Reprise · 
·,,,. •"'. :- ·: .. -.,: '·. ....~ ... -_. ' 
, _, ... - ::. ~ ::,, - .:- ,~,~-: ~ .... ,-'. :/~":"-. .., .. -,.-
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Black Sabbath-Vb!. 4-WB:Thi~ 
!!roup ha~ a lot to ,ay and while they 
do ,av it. thev·re detinitely not pO<!t~. 
·1 heir. writing· ,how, no ,ophhticauon 
and their mu,il.: ,how<, little originality. 
"Wheeb of Confu.,10n" on '>ide I and 
"Snowhlind" on side ~ u,e hasically 
the <;ame exact riff with only the 
,lightest variation. l hey're running out 
of riffs even faster than :\!arc Bolan. 
All they've got 1s a lot of 
heavy-handed guitar chord<; and a 
~creeching vocal that ·sound~ exactly 
the same throughout. It may pas, as 
fairly decent hard rock, hut there's no 
change. Black Sabbath i,; ,;tagnating. 
and if you like ~tagnation, than this is 
tine. l'ersonally, I'm glad they have 
,omething to ~ay and I'm glad they say 
11, hut I also like to see a group grow, 
tor that is the true test of greatness. 
Pent angle-Solomon's Seal-Reprise: 
!'entangle is a group relished by a 
somewhat limited and special folk 
audience. The group's membership 
reads like a star-studded who's who in 
English folk music. Bert Jansch and 
John Renbourn on guitdrs and 
Jazz 
lCEv1Ew---..... -~, 
BILL HENK 
occasional vocals. Danny Thompson 
on stand-up bass, Terry Cox on drums. 
and a female vocalist of Judy Collins. 
Joan Baez. Sandy Denny stature in 
Jacqui .\kShee. Their forte is adapting 
traditional material to their own 
interpretations. Standouts here are 
"Willy O'Winsbury" ( also found on 
Renbourn's "Faro Annie" Ip), "Lady 
of Carlisle", and "Sally Free and 
Ea~y". 
Tim Hardin-Painted Head.Columbia: 
Tim Hardin has left his folk guitar 
behind temporarily, stopped writing, 
and gone electric. This album includes 
such blues standards as Willie Dixon's 
"You Can't Judge A Book By It's 
Cover" and Jimmie Cox's "Nobody 
Loves You When You're Down and 
Out". Best cuts, however, appear to be 
"Perfection", "Midnight Caller", and 
"Till We Meet Again". I hope that this 
is just a phase Tim Hardin is going 
through, and, like Pnil Ochs electric 
stage, will shortly pass and he will 
return us. to the good folk music 
Harc!in is capable of producing. 
By Rick Compton 
RICHARD GROOVE HOLMES-American 
Pie-(Groove Merchant GM 505) 
llmerican Pie; St. Thomas; Catherine; Fingers. It's 
Impossible; 1/ere's That Rainy Day; Who Can I 
Turn To 7 Personnel: Holmes, organ; Larry Willis, 
· electr.ic piano; Garald Hubbard guitar; Gerry 
Jemmott, bass; Kwasi Jay Ourba, bongos-conga. 
BUFFALO 
Grand Funk C oncer! 
Onondaga War Memorial Auditorium, Ocoober 22, 8:00 p.m., $4.00 
$5.00 or $6.00 general admission. 
Frank Zappa And the Mo'thers of lnwentlon Concert 
Onondaga War Memorial Auditorium, OctoDer 28, 8:00 p.m., 
$4.00, S5.oo or $6 .oo general admission. 
.. ,_.; 
~,.,..,, 
, 
Wishbone Ash and the ·~lue Oyster Cult 
l:.lnlverslty :>f Buffalo, October 14, 9:00 p.m., Clark Gym $2.50 
general admission. ' 
ROCHESTER 
Joe Simon Concert 
Rocnester War Memorial Auditorium, October 23, 8:00 p.m., 
$4.00, $5.00, or $6.00 general admission. 
Guess wno 
Rochester War Memorial Auditorium, October 28, 8:00 p.m., 
$4.00, $5.00, or $6.00 general admission. 
Jethro TUii 
Rochester War Memorial Auditorium, October 14, 8:00 p.m., 
$4.50, $5.00 or $6.00 general admission. 
Grand Funk Concert 
Rochester War Memor1al"Aud1tonum, October 21, 8:00 p.m, 
$4.00, $5.00 or $6.00 general admission. 
ALBANY 
Christopher and Coolidge 
Albany State University Gym, October 20, 9:00 p.m., $5.00, 
or $6.00 general admission. 
ITHACA 
Blood, Sweat and Tears 
Cornell University, Balley Hall, October 20, 8:oo p.m., 11,00 p.m. 
$3.00 general admission. 
CORNING 
Cool and Gang, Mark Almond, and Eggs Over Easy 
Corning Community College, October 21, 8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m., 
$3.50 general adm1ss1on. 
Dave Mason/Jimmy & Vella 
Colgate University, Reid Athletic Center, Oct. 14th, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets are $4.00. 
Dan Hick• and His Hot Licks 
Eisenhower College Gym, Oct. 14th, 8:00 p.m., $3.50 admission. 
If you've never heard jazz organ before, or 
you've never heard of Groove Holmes, this album 
serves as a good introduction. If you have heard 
some things by Groove, then this latest side of his 
will prove even more interesting than others. 
Groove continues to use some of his old Cliches, 
but carefully and with restraint. He doesn't overdo 
any of the few gimmicks that he has. Finally, this 
album, like all his others, doesn't fall victim to the 
"ill sounds just like the last album" syndrome. 
new 
releases 
Opening up with "American Pie", the group 
plays the first section and opens it up for a tasteful 
gu 1tar solo against. a complex background of 
sounds that make the total effe<.:t exhilarating. 
Next, the verse repeats twice and is opened up 
again. this t 11ne for the bass. Then Groove brings 1t 
home, making 1t dear there is no mystery about 
his version of this controversial tune. 
In ··st. Thomas", a fast rnambo·bosa-nova, 
Croove stJtes t11e iheme then Hubbard gets really 
go111g on the neck. A fterwJrd, a short interlude 
kat uring conga drum and bass is heard. Then 
Croove com<!s into the limelight, demonstrating 
l11s aw<!~ome versatility on the keyboard. 
lkfresl11ng. 
('ont111111ng w1th"Catherine", written by 
1 lolmt•:s. y,,u l\111 ;ilmost hear the organ singing 
"Catht·rint•'" -l times in the intro. Listen to the 
l"rt·atlvc guit;wbackgrounds th!'oughout. Catherine 
,·,,111h111t:s Croow·:s bc~t d1d1es, wfrh his newest 
d11,·,11,1n, in style. It also shows the wide 
tl1wr,1f1,·at 1<1ns of sound he gets from the organ. 
t k h.now, wlwrc and whl'n to use the stops that 
111,1:st ,·.11s don't cven know arl.' on the console. 
Soorr 
Jimi Hendrix-War Heroes-Reprise 
Duane Allman Anthology-Capricorn 
Harry Chapin-Sniper and Other Love Songs-Elektra 
Youngbloods-High On A Ridge Top-Raccoon 
New Blood-Blood, Sweat & Tears-Columbia 
Why Don'tcha -West, Bnce & Laing-Columbia 
Who-Decca 
Peter Townshend-Decca 
John Entwhistle-Decca-
Lindisfarne-Dingly Dell-Elektra 
Pink Floyd-Echpse-Harvest 
Eric Clapton-Alco 
Now 
Painted Head-Tim Hardm-Columbia 
Rising-Mark Almond-C~fumb1a 
Recycling the Blues-Taj Mahal-Columbia 
Loudon Wainwright III-Album Ill-Columbia 
Rock My Soul-Elvin Bishop Group-Epic 
r }.· 
• 
' \ 
I' 
\\ rappm!! up till' first ,1,ll.' is ''Fin/ers". also 
,,ntll'n by (;rn,w,•. and wow. does It travel! A late 
,·ntt,llll'l' on J !!1111.11 "'"' h} Jubhard perhaps 
1nd1,.11,·, 111, rl'ltll·t.11h'<' 1,1 play Jny lon!!l.'r than he 
h.1, 1,, .. ind ;It l hat ,pt·,·,l. \\ h,, ,·.111'hla111<' 111111·.' lie 
111.1h.,·, up f,11 t,1,1 11111,· . h,H,,·,,•1. Gro,H·c then 
!!'"'' 1111,, .111 ,·,t,'lllkd "'''' \\ h1,·h l.1tc'r goe, 
.. ,,ub,,k .. or' till' 1,,nJhl\. ,,r k,') of thc p1ecl.'. 
h 1lh1,,1ng 1, ,111 ,·,,h;1ni,· ,,f f,1,1-111,1,111!,! "-l'," 
h·t\\ ,·,·n 0111 h.1 .111d .1 111) ,lc'r) drummt·r. with 
l;1<,,H,· 111 till' 1111,ldk I ,.1) m),ll'r) drumm<'1 
l1,·,.111~l' 1 twr,· 1, 11<1 11.1111,· ,,n I hl' r,·l·ord 1:1d;,·1. 01g 
I h,· ,111,· ,'1llllll!,!. 
co·ncert Band To Perform 
t"h,· ".,,,nd ,1,k f,·.11111,·, 11101,• ,,t (;r,1,n,• .. tl,,1 .1 
,p,'l·l1i;l11 t.11 l .irr) \\illi, ,,n l'k,tn, p1.11ll1. 
l nt',,nun.nl'l): th.:,,· Ihr,·,· tunt·s h.1,·~ bc','n 
1,t.1) ,·,I dr) 1') ,,,111111,·r,1.il l1.111d,. Bui 11,t~·n 1,1 
1lw111 thl'- 11,,tml'' ,,.1). 11 ,,·11.11111) 1, .1 d1tll'r.:111 
1,.11! rt11, ,,h,ik .ilh11111 ,.111 bl' plJ),'d ,1,t·r .ind 
,,,~.; ... 111,l ,•.1.-li llllll') ,111'!\ di!,! ii llhll"t'. Ii', ,I !,!l1<1d 
11111-., .,11,um i.,1·1h1, ,,,11111111 .11hl 1J°, .1 l,!,1,1d ,,n,• t,,r 
~l'lll \.1 ,11,. {;t,\.· 11 d lt:i-,t1..'l1. (;t,l1.\\L' 1 ...... !!·''· 
FdwJrd Gobrecht will conduel the ltha,J College Concert 8Jnd in 
Its autumn conl·ert at Walter ford llall Thur,day. Oct l'J at~ IS 
p 111. Th~ public 1~ invited to dttend w1thou1 chJrgc. 
Tlw ,·ont·ert opl.'n~ with th<.' \loor,1dl' \ldrch trom ".-\ \loor,nk 
Su1l<' .. hy Cu,t;n lloht. lollowcd hy lluokl !'olting.:r·\ Suite !or 
8Jnd. 
Th.: hand \\Ill plJ~ J 1ran~cript1on h) R1chJrd (;oldman ol l·1ght 
Ru,s1Jt1 Folh. Song~ h} :\natul L1adm. ranging trom Reltg1ou, ChJnt 
JnJ CIJri,tma~ Song to Lel!end ot the Bird, ,ind ~everal ddncc~. The 
prog.r:11u 1ndudc~ Concerto for BJnd hy (;ordon Jacob dnd 
Svrnrihom· tor Band In Robert Wa,hhurn . .-\bo to ht! heard arc 
T;-i,, 11 P1p~r ,1u~1~ h~ R.icharu ,toh';itipt and ,otturno -t6r ··.1 urlt1,h 
Band" b) Loui, Spohr . 
.... __ .... ____________________ 15.:::,,.~· 
.. -::, 
... 
----
I.• 
,_,. 
.. 
.. ~ '~ -
' 
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AIENU October 16 -22 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Breakfast 
Fried Eggs 
Scrambled Eggs 
Frizzled Ham 
Oatmeal 
Pancakes 
Poached Eggs 
Solt Boiled Eggs 
French Toast 
Bacon Rashers 
Cream of Rice 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fried Eggs 
Waffles 
Oatmeal 
Sausage Links 
Hard Cooked Eggs 
Omelettes 
Frizzled Lunch Meats 
Malt O Meal 
Johnny Cakes 
Solt Cooked Eggs 
Scrambled Eggs 
Bacon Rashers 
Cr. ot Wheat 
Blueberry Pancakes 
Fried Eggs 
Poached Eggs 
Waffles 
Cream of Rice 
Bacon Rashers 
Scrambled Eggs 
Waffles 
Corn Dogs 
Carrots 
French Fries 
Lunch 
Cheeseburgers 
Hot Dogs 
Tuna Cold Plate 
Tomato Soup 
Peas 
Macaroni and Cheese 
Dinner 
Corned Beel & Cabbage 
Hamburgers 
Mountain Climbers 
Cottage Cheese Cold Plate 
Scalloped Potatoes and Ham 
Green Beans 
Pork Butt Steak 
Hamburgers 
Hot Dogs 
Egg Burgers 
Shells & Tuna Casserole 
French Fries 
M,xed Vegetables 
Hot Ham Sandwich 
MGRS' SPECIAL 
Pork Chow Mein / Rice 
Hamburgers & Hot Dogs 
Grilled Cheese Sandwich 
Chicken Veg. Soup 
Peas & Carrots 
Turkey Burgers 
Hor 
Cheddar Burgers 
Fried Perch 
Tomato Soup 
Hot Dogs 
Meat Lo~f 
Beet Goulilsh 
Broiled Cod Filets 
Whipped Potatoes 
Mixed Vegetables 
Fried Chicken 
Stuffed Green Peppers 
Beel Pot Poe 
Oven Browns 
Buttered Carrots 
Broccoli 
Promo Ribs 
Top Sirloin Steak 
Spag. & Meat Balls 
French Waffles 
Chopped Steak 
Veal Cutlet Parm. 
Au-gratln Potatoes 
Zucclhlni Squash 
Green Beans 
Broiled Cod Filets 
Bralzed Beef & Noodles 
Baked Ham 
Rissole Potatoes 
Stewed Tomatoes 
Spinach 
Flank Steak 
Prime Rib 
Baked Potatoes 
Chicken Pot Pie 
Mixed Vegetables 
Corn 
Grilled Tomato & Cheese 
Chopped Steak 
Veal Parma. 
Whipped Potatoes 
(DEVELOPED WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE HOUSING AND DINING SUB-COMMITTEE 
ON FOOD SERVICE) 
FREE EAR PIERCING 
WITH EARRING. PURCHASEI 
If there·s a lillle parl of you deep down inside that wants pierced 
e3rs ... get ii dl1ne! Let )Our alter-ego surface. Get your ears pierced 
free al Rlllhchild"s. with the purd1ase of a pair of 14K gold earrings al 
S7 .SO. P1er.:ing will Ile done by prnfessil1nal auriculardontisl~ (one w·ho 
pi"ces e:irs). Their prl,cedure for ear p1er.:ing is fast ( the actual piercing 
takes alll,ul 10 secl1nds) and painless·. and 1s done under the best of 
hH;em.: .:,1nJ11il1"S. You will be given wr111en instructions r('8arding the 
pH,per .:are of yl1ur newly pierced ears.Ear Pierci~1: Rothchild's, St~te 
& Tioga Sts .. Thursday October 12 through Saturday. October 
14 durin& regular sloiT hours. Come o~ in! 
JEWELRY. STREET FLOOR 
KOSHER MENU - OCTOBER- 16-22' .. ,. :.. 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Breakfast 't 
Scrambled Eggs 
Oatmeal 
Pancakes 
LUJ!Ch 
Hamburgers 
Tuna Cold Plate 
Veg. Soup 
Dinner 
Beef Stew 
Cod Fllets 
Mixed Veg. 
Whipped Potatoes 
Poachect Eggs 
Cream of Rice 
Waffles 
Dell Bar 
Onion Soup 
Fried Chicken -
Cabbage Rolls 
Buttered Carrots 
Fried Eggs 
Buckwheat Pancakes 
Cream of Wheat 
Deli Bar 
Minnestrone 
Steaks 
Baked Potatoes 
Green Beans 
Dell Bar Scrambled Eggs 
Malt o Meal 
Blintzes 
Chicken Matzo Balls 
Chopped Steak 
Bolled Potatoes 
Zucchini 
Soft Cooked Eggs 
Blueberry Pancakes 
Oatmeal 
Dell Bar 
Borscht 
Baked Turkey 
Spinach 
Scrambled Eggs 
PoacheC, Eggs 
Waffles 
Dell Bar 
Mlnnestroni 
Skirt Steak 
Parsley Potatoes 
Glazed Carrots Cream_ of Wheat 
Scrambled Eggs 
Lox 
Bagels 
Cr. Cheese 
Veal Cutlet 
Whipped Potatoes 
Broccoli 
Bagels and cream cheese are available at Breakfast all week 
Alternate Dinner entr-ee wlH t>1l s.cramt>lect eggs for a dairy meal. 
VEGETARIAN MENU OCTOBER 16-22 . 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Lunch 
Rice Pilaf w/ Dates 
Veg. 
Soup 
Spaghetti 
Meatless Sauce 
Veg. 
Dinner 
Spinach-Rice. Pancakes 
· Potato Pancakes 
Veg. 
Spinach Lasagne 
Brown Rice 
Veg. 
Wednesday Macaroni w/ Cheese & Onions 
Barley PIiaf 
Rice Casserole 
Spaghetti Malnatl 
Veg. 
Thursday 
Veg. 
Chic Pea Casserole 
Lentils 
Veg. 
Cheese Souffla 
Soublee 
Veg. 
Friday Macaroni w/ Celery Sauce 
Ve51. 
Spiced Dal 
Baked Italian Pasta 
·Veg. Soup 
Saturday Chef'S Choice 
Sunday 
Baked Soybeans 
Brown Rico 
Veg. 
Red and Sweet Curry 
Veg. 
Sou 
OBITUARY 
DIED: Snack Bar, Terrace 
AGE: Twci Weeks 
After 011/y a brief taste of life, 
the Terracf! Snack Bar suffered a 
tragic death on Sunday Ocwber 
I. I 9 72. A i·icti111 of neglect and 
a lack of patronage, Snack Bar 
last his life in a rain atiempr to 
ward a.ff the eflects of cold and 
hunger-)acing Terrace residents 
· while gil'ing people a· place - to 
meer.aniJ eat as winter 
11 p prt.Jaches. Snack Bar leures 
_.l:11io11 SIH{t:_k,_Bar-as sole 
survivor, since Towers Snac}c Bar 
passed away this past 
· September. , 
Funeral .arrangements 'are 
non-sectarian in nature and will 
be held on the east side of 'the 
Te~race Din·in·g.Hall ,on 
Thursday, October · 12 at 9:00. 
p.m. ·Father Pl\illip_-.Lioi of the 
- Campus <;~aplain's office wili 
a~s.ist. in the service. Family and. 
friends will be.receiving ·callers at' 
the.:l.1ural Room of the Clinton 
Hotel immediately foilowing the 
service. ·,4.11 are welcome,, . 
' . . ,, ....... . ~ - ' . . -~~. -
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f:REE--:~Cl-ASSl;:f·JE·D_s· - _ 
The wlnne:s of the Schaef~r Anyone interested in buyl~g RID ES ORGANIZED F Ii P, F Io at and T h row records? I have records for sale • 
Tournament should contact Seth some only played once ... all In 
Lewin at 274-3367 for their good condition. Includes J. Geils 
pictures. Band, Roberta Flack, Emerson 
Medical Aid for Indochina 
needs help. If you wou Id like to 
do something cont.act Rich 
Knight, 272-9389 or look for 
signs for the next meeting. 
For sale • LangeF,lo Standard 
boots. New last year. Excellent 
shape. Great for intermediate or 
beginner. Call Larry X'716. 
Asking $50. Size BYz M edlum. 
Wanted: 
All people Interested In 
w r It Ing for the radio, please 
contact Doug s_. at X747. 
Male roommate needed for 
Townhouse Apartment on GIies 
Street; Own bedroom; Between 
I.C. and downtown. $85 month 
w/o utilities. Please call John or 
Scott 277•0931, or reach John 
at the Ithacan Office. 
FOR SALE: 
Panasonic AM-FM tuner, 
turntable, A'M P., and speakers. 
Model number 1070. One year 
old. Excellent condition. Asking 
$100. Call Donna 277-0356. 
Addressers needed. 
Homeworkers to· earn $150. For 
info send 25 cents and a 
stamped envelope to Box 12213, 
Gainesville, Fla. 32601. 
BMW owners. po you need 
wheels for your snow tires? I 
have two 14" wheels fo~ snow 
tires for BMW's. Call Ed at 
272-8563. Leave name and 
number. 
Dearest P.J. -
"10•• have come and gone, 
and It still feels the same as the 
day we met. I will see you at 
homecoming • a weekend with 
you is always great. 
Dear A&J • 
Love, 
J.B. 
c ongrat5! Best of luck always 
and .•• Welcome to the group. 
I'm happy for you both! 
Love, 
Your slstle and new "slstle•ln·law,' 
Jessie 
"FOR SALE: 
2 Sears All.Star 
4 Ply Nylo;;-
Tubeless SNOWTIRES, Big 
Size: 8.25 by 14 on wheel r1m·s 
Practically new 
Call Nancy 273-9440 or X443 
Dear Loose Woman ·of Dorm 
One, 
C ongratulatlons! 
P.B. & P.G. 
My Dear Ava, 
Lady, If you don't know what 
It Is by now, don't men with It. 
Lake and Palmer, etc. Will 
accept any reasonable offers. If 
you are interested, call Jessie at 
X652. 
Sue B., 
I want my bang and I want it 
no"'(, 'cause I'm gettin frisky. 
Hot Rocks 
Lost: 
One blue beaded change purse 
with a. gr_een marble In it. Call 
Ava - X3540 anytime 
BLOOD NEEDED 
The Bloodmobile visits the 
Ithaca College campus 
tomorrow, Friday, October 13, 
et the Terrace dining hall from 
10:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. For 
those IC students who have 
never given blo-od before, your 
help is needed to supply units of 
blood for Charles Meyn, the 
Coordinator of Student 
Financial Services. Mr. Meyn, of 
206 Dewitt Place, Ithaca, is 
leaving the college temporarily 
Monday, October 16, to undergo 
surgery on Thursday, October 
19, at St. Lukes Hospital in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. You may 
donate blood regardless of your 
blood type to Mr Meyn by 
merely giving his name as a 
recipient when you register to 
give blood. Your donation can 
save a life. 
M arlhollcs message of the -
WIiek: 
lt1 a question. of m Ind over 
matter 
If you ·c:1on't mind, It ct~esn't 
matter. · 1 
(borrowed) 
Wanted: 
one pouna, cheap. ALTERNATIVE fl!All.RS SERVICE 
As part of their student advisor 
project, two West Tower Students 
are providing a hitch connecting 
service. l:ssentially, this will 
attempt to organize and contact 
students desiring rides with those 
offering transportation. Rather 
than Disturb their fellow residents 
by phone calls, Andy and Carol 
have requested you merely submit 
one of the forms in the brightly 
RIDE OFFERED 
painted box neart'st your location. 
If the S.A.'s find ndt's for thost' 
requesting, tht'y will ht> c·ontJc"tt>d 
as soon as poss1hlt>. Thost> 
students desiring rides are asked 
to submit thear travd torms at 
least 3 days prior to -1 ht!'ir 
expected departure date. Those 
offering rides are asked lo submit 
preferably I week in advance. 
Boxes will be· placed by the 
l::ghert llmon Ridt· Board. on lht' 
East .md West sidt·s ,,r the Tower 
c·afrt<"na near tht' Te,tor Bulktin 
Board. and near tht' Bull<'l111 
Board of the TerrJC<' caf<'lt'na 
t'nlrann:. 
It is hoped lhal this syslt'III will 
function more eff1c1t'ntly than 
the unorgani~ed ride poslt'rs on 
the Egherl U111011 Map. 
RIDE WANTED 
Date and Time of Departure 
Terminal Point 
Date and Approx. Time of Depart. 
Terminal Point 
13oute 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHOIIIE 
Approx. Cost 
Today"s Date 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 
Today •s Date 
South River 
South. Regular white curls 
Of pipesmoke fold 
Against the flat overcast 
Like evanescent fossils 
In ageless granite. 
Slate river, dark buoy 
Of freighters receding 
In sparse festoons of light, 
Sinking chandeliers at sea 
Between the darkness and me. 
On this evening, only 
Smoke moves, slowly lights fade 
To the south until river 
And sky alone contain the universe. 
Slate river, sky of granite: 
I too am of this conf11sio11. 
Calcified by thought 
And indecision. 
- Author U11k11ow11 
T.HE COLLEGE SMOKER 
FROM NOW 
THRU NOV. 
A DIFFERENT 
SALE ITEM EVERY DAY! 
*CARDS 
*TOBACCO 
*PRIN'l'S 
•p)Pg 
*SMOKING ACC. 
*Bm,PREADS 
ilEAJ) .GEU 
~ ,~ . ·v . 
314 - 318 College Ave 
«: . 
.. 
" ... "'·. 
.. 
_, ,. 
j 
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NIXON 
Republican convention was first Lest you conclude from all of this that I 
scheduled for that spot by ~omehow desire to repress the free expression of 
.. who had been imported from special request from Nixon? ideas, let me reassure _you on this point. In fact, I 
all over the country to Or Ray A. Kroc, the 70 year Recruitment Letter feel my position simply reinforced our 
cheer ..... They walked around old founder and chief-executive constitutional freedoms. I couldn't care less if 
in piffy red, white and blue of the McDonald's hamburger Student Congress spent all of its time denouncing 
outfits, they sold altractive chain who recently contributed employs phony reasons to mask his real the war, passing resolutions to that effect and the 
Nixon youth posters done in the over a quarter of a million intentions. Still, I dq recognize that politics like. That_ body, like any other group 0 ; person, 
latest psychedelic [colors] and dollars to The Committee to sometimes requires such tactics. But to return to has the nght. As mentioned earlier moreover I 
typefaces and they smiled all R e e 1 e ct the president. . the main point: the barring of military recruiters couldn't care less if you barred te~ruiters fr~m the time." Liberal columnist "Obviously I believe in the free as a means to express opposition to the war in Viet campus, so long as you barred all recruiters and Mary McGrory called them "the enterprise system," Kroc was "Nam. Regardless of how deeply felt this did so with the assent of the 'other component 
movable Nixon claque." quoted as waying in the New opposition might be, it still does not justify the representative assemblies on campus. But to bar 
York Post. ..... 
1 
believe Nixon exclusion of military recruiters from this onl}'. one set of recruiters, and to do so on the 
••• 
It is clear whose votes the 
Nixon Image is aiming for. His 
speechwriters call them the New 
Majority-a slight alterat1on on 
the Silent Majority of a few 
years past. But Nixon does not 
seem to think much of his 
supporters. Ad-man Price wrote 
in a memo during the 1 968 
campaign, 
"Voters are basically lazy, 
basically. uninterested in making 
an effort to understand what 
we're talking about. Reason 
requires a high degree of 
discipline, of concentration; 
impression is easier. 
"Reason pushes the viewer back,it 
assaults him, it demands that he 
agree or disagree; impression can 
envelop him invite him in, 
without making an intellectual 
demand .... We seek to engage 
his intellect, and for most people 
this is the most difficult work of 
all. The emotions are more easily 
roused, closer to the surface 
more maleable . . . . · ' 
And Nixon manipulates those 
emotions for all they are worth. 
He drums up the same old fears 
and prejudices and then presents 
the same old inadequate 
solutions which rely on the same 
old American dreams and myths. 
Phrase after empty phrase 
pour from the speechwriters' 
pens: "Law and Order", "An 
Honorable Solution," "Alien to 
the American Tradition", "no 
such thing as a retreat to peace", 
"What we need is a sense of 
history not histrionics". A slick 
way of obscuring the real 
problems while "Daddy" takes 
care of it all, providing both 
pacifier and security blanket. 
One reporter called the Nixon 
family "SO's people", straight 
out of a portrait by Norman 
Rockwell. Jn a Norman 
Rockwell world there are no 
welfare bums, no unwanted 
children, no bitter maimed 
Vietnam veterans, no roaches or 
lead-poisoning, no drug addicts, 
no uppity women and 
G .o d - fo r b i d , n o h u n g r y 
Americans 
As Anthony Lewis wrote in 
the New York Times just after 
the Republican convention: 
"This is America,' one observer 
remarker, and she was right in a 
way. The Republican delegates 
were more representative than 
the Democrats had· been of one 
very powerful strain in American 
life: the wish for success and 
comfort, for insulation from 
others· misery. Those are quite 
understandable desires, and they 
have often made a·political 
majority by combining those 
who aspire with those who have 
achieved ... 
· And it is predsely '"those who 
have achiewd" whom Nixon 
really represents--not the 
··average: voter" who is duped 
out of fear and a tremendous 
lack of information into dinging 
to the mashed potatoes 
platitudes. People liJ,;e C. 
Arnholt Smith. one of Nixon·s 
biggest backers who own a big 
chunk of San Diego including its 
tourist facilities. the .1irlines and 
can best do this," Kroc's campus---simplybecausethemoral(orpolitical) ~as1s of discriminatory, specious, and/or 
holdings in McDonald's are feelings of some cannot be permitted to become ideological sta!ldards, yes, I do care very much 
worth $400 million alone. the official dogma of an academic institution, because such would be a repression of free 
Kroc claims the contribution period. If you want to bar military recruiters expression and the imposition of a political dogma 
has nothing at all to do with the because they themselves or the organization they on ~ll _me~bers of this community. That right, Mr. 
f a c t that the N ix 
0
• R represent engages in illegal activities (e.g., they DaVIs, neither you, Student Congress, majority 
administration is pushing to push dope, actually recruit for the Mafia, etc.), all voters or any other body or person can claim to 
ke.ep the JIUnimum wage for well and fine - - - so long as such charges are indeed exercise, let alone employ. 
18-21 year old at $1.60--a factual and so long as the same standard is aonlied 
proposed Senate bill raises the to others. But to bar them because you disagree 
minimum· wage to $2.20. (80% with the policies of their organization - - -NEVER! 
of M c Don al d • s 1 OS , 000 This sort of means test is simply anathema in an 
employees are under 21). academic community, regardless of how many 
W. Clement Stone, the chief may support it. For this reason, I might add 
o f C hi a a go ' s C o m b in e d parenthetically, 1 am opposed to a referendum on 
Insurance Co. of America the question, at least in the sense that it would 
promised th?t his contribution determine policy. The will of. the majority has 
to Nixon in 1972 "won't be less absolutely nothing to do with deciding whether or 
Yours respectfully, 
Richard J. Daly 
Assistant Professor, History 
P.S. I am sending a copy of this letter to the 
Act~g Vice President for Student and Campus 
Affairs. I also reserve the right to distribute it to 
any other person as I see fit, as you may likewise 
feel free to do. than the half million dollars not the military should be barred from campus. 
he gave Nixon in 1968. --::-;-:-----:-"."""'-::---=-~~--~--------------------------..1 
"For those of JlS who have philosophically dedicated to 
made our career in business," maintaining and buildi~g the 
writes Maurice Stans, Nixon's 
head fundraiser in a letter to 
corporation executives, "it is to 
your self-interest to ensure an 
administration in the federal 
government thi-t is 
system in which you have 
invested." 
Or as Nixon himself put it in a 
rare moment of frankness (after 
all, he was among friends) in the 
cushy surroundings of John 
Connally's ranch in 1:.exas, at a 
sundown outdoor cocktail party 
of a group of 300 wealthy 
Democrats for Nixon: 
"I know the heat that you are 
taking, but I can only assure you 
tha~ if we prevail in this election, 
I am going to do everything I 
possibly can to make your votes 
and your support look good for 
America ... " 
~ ,ne, ca,t; IOuT d16 10u L.OaSe Yovl" · 
t~etn! 
The Weekly Cloud Dragan CapTron CenTesT 
Tlw, i, the d1an.:e.10 get ,tart.:J in th.: 
,·rJft you thought only your long lost 
und,· .:oulJ t.:a,·h you ... 
l·ad1 \H'ek. Cloull Dragon Craft~ \\ ill 
·Jw:ird fr,·,· ,·xp.:rt instru,·tion pith 
StJrt 111!,! mat,·rtJIS Ill JO} !Ille' of I h.: 
lnll,nl'ing ,·rJft,: 
l ·.111dkm.1!..1ng 
\l.1,r.111i,' 
prinllll!! 
B.1111.. 
--- -~---
If you win next week your name goes hert;. 
FREE CARTOON POSTER JUST FOR ENTERING 
l:wryone who enter~ .:an pkk up thdr pri1..: 
po~l<'r in the ltha.:an Offk.:. any Jav. after 
noon \lonJay. Ju~t tdl whoewr is· in !he 
offi.:,• your nanlt'. ·1 h.:n you will he ~iv.:11 your 
I rec .:artoon pu~tcr anJ your name \\ ill he 
..:h<'1:l..cd off our h~t of folr.., \\ ho \\•c•r.: hip 
,·nough to·.:111<:r. 
__ ,., ',-.--. ..-------- -- . . , -·- -·---.... 
All o.:ntri.:~ must he in the mail slot of 
the ltha.:an offin• (\Vest Tmwr 
hasemo.:nll hy noon Monday. 
~f }OU de,·i1.k to mail your ,·ntry. 
111'1.:aJ' of dropping it oll" ·your,.:11. 
ho.:ar "in 1111nd the '>l1111da\'-11111,n 
J .: a ll i i n ,: . 11 i n I : ,1 c, 11 · t · 1 r u , t 
- ·,i:e: cit·r'rs, eec--m'u it' •• 
-- - ,~- -:-; .,:; --==-- -- . ' 
~-
·--··: :,·,1·.~·- •. -· ·..:·,·-,~-: ,-····~-'".::,, 
: ; f • • • ' • I~ ·, • ·;"'. ',:.>"I~ JI _. .,, 
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It. SaN F.11 & Ch~ps. 
.c 
• Icelandic ~hitefish 
•Scallops 
•Clains 
•Shrimp 
• Chips,Cole SlaW 
• Malt ·vineger 
1TH .\(A: Route-13 aero~\ from Purity Ice Cream 
•· 
~-
Watkins_ Glen 1972 
Jackie Stewart of Scotland 
and hi~ Frt:nch teammate 
Francois Cevert captured first 
and second place for Elf Team 
Tyrrel in Sunday's 14th running 
of the U . S. Grand Prix at 
Watkins Glen. Crowned world 
champion twice in the past four 
seasons ( 1969, 1971 ), Stewart is 
the winningest driver still activl' 
in Formula One circles. Sunday's 
victory was his 22nd, a total 
surpassed only by the late Jim 
Clark (25 victories), and five 
time world champion Jaun 
Fangio (with 24). 
Coming into this race with 
only a one point lead over Denis 
Hulme for second place in the 
final standings of the world 
,-... . championship of drivers, Stewart 
has ended this season long battle 
with the New Zealander, by 
rotating 45 points to Hulme's 
:w. Of course this year's world 
champion, Emmerson Fittipalde, 
placed himself out of reach in 
the Italian Grand Prix, Sept. 
20th at Monzo. 
(\'vert, winner of the 1971 
by Robert Cohan 
U.S. Grand Prix, his first 
championship ever, raced a new 
model 'ryrrel-Ford for only the 
second time. Starting from the 
no. 4 pole position Cevert passed 
Hulme on the 30th lap to finish 
32 seconds behind Stewart for 
~econd place. Third finisher 
Dennis Hulme sat no. 3 on the 
pole with his McLaren-Ford as 
his American teammate Peter 
Revson started from the no. 2 
spot. Revson, a former 
Can ad i an-American Challenge 
Cu'p Champion, was the best 
hope for a U.S. victory. 
However,. Revson was forced to 
pit after the first lap· with a 
broken wing and dropped into 
last place after two laps. By the 
;22nd lap he had fought back to 
I 3th place but finished 18th as 
his car stalled on the 54th lap. 
Emmerson Fittipaldi, 1970 
U. S. Grand Prix winner 
sta!ted from ninth position, in 
his John Player Lotus, pitted on 
the fifth lap with a flat tire and 
retired on the 14th lap with a 
broken shock absorber. At age 
. 
25 Fitt1pal,.k i~ the winner of 6 
championship Grand Prix as well 
as the coveted World 
Championship Mantle. 
Possibly the best race was run 
by Ronnie Pett>rson from 
Swt>den, who should win the 
driving championship before 
lo.ng. Peterson, driving a 
March-Ford, started from '.!6th 
place, reached 11 th place on the 
first lap, and then fought up 
through the field to beat Jacky 
I ck x in a Ferrari for fourth 
place. lckx finishing fifth with 
his Ferrari teammate Mario 
Andretti in sixth. 
The U.S. Grand Prix was the 
last of the four-continent series 
for Formula One for 1972. The 
look of the Formula One cars 
will not be back in 1973 as 
changes in specifications for 
next year will affect both engine 
and body. But we can expect the 
same excitement as the drivers 
again take on the challenge for 
the world championship. 
Dollar for dolla·r, 
nothing else even comes close. 
,,,,,, 
TANDBERG 3000X 
SOLID. STATE .STEREO DECK 
featuring 3 heads with 
Unique CROSSFIELD Design 
$349.95 
At 7½ ips, this spectacular new Tandberg delivers kind of true high fidelity 
sound you've always dreamed of: A record-playback frequency response of 
40-20,000 HzT 2 dB), and a signal-to-noise ratio of better than SSdB-with less 
than .07% wow and flutter. Response that no other tape deck even close to its 
price can offer, made possible by Tandberg's exclusive new Crossfield bias 
design. And Tandberg reliability is built into every feature, including: 
* asynchronous motor 
* S-position output selector 
* 4-digit counter 
"' dual peak-reading VU meters 
* separate erase, record, playback and Crossfield bias heads 
* headphone jack 
If it sounds un,believable, come see us. 
We'll prove it. 
.:,,'' 
..... 
p·CIII Scoreboard 
VARSITY FOOTBALL W .:!. L .:!. T 0 
I.(·. 
1-4 
,, 
16 
30 
Oct. 1-4 
\\"il!iJJII l';t(l'fS()ll 
Wes! Chl'Sll"r S1a1...-
Cortland Stall' 
R.1.T. 
1-'ordham 
J. V. FOOTBA!:_L W 2. L 0. T 0 
J.C. 
33 
27 
Cortland 
RoL·hestt'r Univ. 
Oct. 14 Manlius 
VARSITY SOCCER W 3, L 2. T 0 
LC. 
2 Cortland 
2 Hobart 
4 St. Bonaventure 
2 Clarkson 
0 St. Lawrence 
Oct. II Rochester 
14 R.P.l. 
l.V. SOCCER W 0, L 4, T 0 
l.C.' 
0 Cornell 
0 Cortland 
2 St. Bonaventure 
0 Monroe C.C. 
Oct. 14 Corning C.C. 
CROSS COUNTRY W-0, L 3, 1" 0 
l.C. 
44 
44 
41 
Genesio 
Cortland 
Binghampton 
Oct. 10 Eisenhower/Houghton 
VARSITY GOLF W 3, L 3, T 0 
1.C. 
316 Utica 
320 Mansfield 
3rd of 9 teams at Binghamton Invitational 
1/2 LeMoyne ' 
36 7 Cortland/Brockport 
3i:d of 20 teams at Brook Lea Tourney 
308 R.I.T. 
3rd of 25 teams at ECAC Tourney 
WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS W2, LI, TO 
l.C. 
I 
7 
3 
Oct. 9 
Cornell 
Oneonta 
Syracuse 
Cortland 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY W 2, L 0, T O 
l.C. 6 Cornell 
, 3 Brockport 
Oct. 12 Cortland 
t, (;t) 
-4~ 1h) 
21 lal 
u \al 
2:00 (h) 
I~ lhl 
7 (a) 
1 :.,O (a) 
I lhl 
I l h) 
2 (a) 
4 (hl 
I ( h) 
J:JO (al 
I 2:00 (a) 
12 (a) 
7 (ai 
3 (a) 
8 (h) 
2:00 (a) 
19 (h) 
19 (h) 
20 (h) 
4:00 (a) 
321 (a) 
319 (h) 
8 l/2(a) 
382 (a) 
306 (h) 
6 (a) 
0 (a) 
2 (a) 
4:00 (h) 
I ( a) 
I (a) 
4:00 (a) 
MORE EXCITING GLEN PHQTOS ON BACK PAGE· 
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Pre Game Column Notes 
"We feel ~e have an• excellent 
1-2 punch at fullback," Ithaca 
College head football coach Jim 
Butterfield remarked before the 
current season. "We have to start 
Mike Welch because of his 
experience and the work he did 
for us last year. However, Dave . 
Remick will get his chance and· 
he'll show you a few things." 
Remick did just that last 
Saturday night against RIT, 
when he replaced Welch who 
was injured in the first period. 
The s o p ho m o,r e from 
Utica, N. Y. proceeded to rush 
236 yards in 17 carries, setting a 
new Ithaca one game rushing 
record. Not had for his first 
varsity appearance of the season, 
outside of kicko(f returns. 
Field goals were a rarity at 
Ithaca College for the past three· 
years ... The Bombers had 
kicked just one in that time. 
This season they already have 
two in four games, have had one 
called back because of a penalty 
and have missed two others by 
inches ... The reasons for this 
success are freshman Scott 
Billings· (Glastonbury, Conn). 
the long range man, and senior 
Tom Ciccolella (Albany, '.\l.Y.J, 
who has added short range field 
goal duties to hi~ t'Xtra point 
work. "Chick" has kkkcd a 30 
yarder and is 8x8 in extra 
points. Billings has a 40 yard 
field goal to his credit. 
Ithaca College h_ead coach Jim 
Butterfield was worried about 
his wishbone offense going into 
last Saturday's game at RIT. The 
new style of attack had stalled 
again.st West Chester and 
Cortland, but it certainly came 
out of the doldrums against RIT. 
Jthaca rushed for 421 yards and 
added another 38 in passing for 
its best effort of the season. -
Ithaca College's pass defense has 
suffered a bit because of 
inexperience, this year, but' its 
potential is outstanding 
according to defensive coach 
Bob Charney. That optimism has 
some basis in fact, since Ithaca 
College has intercepted eight 
passes in four games. 
Grid -Stars Honored. 
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Welch Sets 
Pace for Bo·mbers 
After two ~ car, ut football JI 
Ithaca Colkgc. \like Wckh l1Jd 
little to ,ho\\ for ,1 lot of hJrd 
work. 
As a fn:shman. --chipper·· \\';JS 
a victim of ..:ircumstances. Ithaca 
had a wealth of running ba..:ks. 
and he was lost in the shuftlc. 
relegated to a frw appt·aranccs as 
a flanker back and a couple of 
shots at the running halfback 
slot. 
In spnng practice before his 
sophomore year, Welch came 
out of the pack and was the 
team's best running back. He 
looked even better in the fall, 
before suffering a severe foot 
injury that idled him until the 
last two games of the season 
when he rushed just seven times 
for 26 yards. 
"It was really discouraging," 
Welch said during a recent Ithaca, 
practice session, "but I never 
gave up the idea that I would 
start for the varsity. I just 
decided to work harder the next 
spring." 
He did just that, and last year 
had a fine season for the 
Bombers at halfback rushing I I 7 
( I Ill CS for -4(,~ ~.1rd, .. 1 -4.0 
;J\er..1gt' Jilli 1hre'e' t,H1,h,l,n111, 
He \\JS the h1e·.1d .111d hutte'I 
man for I.C .. runnm)! t,H .~l f1r,t 
d0\1·ns on thi1d Jnd l,Hllth d,n,n 
plJ~S. In add1t1,>11 the· 1e•rs.1tik 
senior CJU)!ht ,1, p.1,,e·, tnr 2-4 
}Jrds Jilli one 11\l) p,)int 
con\·erswn pass t!JJt pro11ded 
the w1nnmg points 111 Jll 't/.-7 
upset over Den111son. 
Welch was Just as vJluahlt' 
when he wasn't handling the 
football. though. "!\like gave us 
some ex..:ellent blocking last 
season,'' head coach Jim 
Butterfield added. "He sprang 
our other backs loose for a lot of 
substantial games, and did a fine 
job of pass-blocking." 
In addition to his statistics. 
Welch also picked ·up a bevy of 
team honors. The 5-10, 190 
pounder was selected the team's 
Most Improved back at year's 
end, and during the season 
gained honors as the honorary 
offe)lsive captain for one game, 
and the top back in another. 
This year, Mike has been 
moved to fullback and has 
responded with some 
ou tstandin~ play. He's gained 
220 ~.1r,h 111 :--4 ,.1111e•, h>r.1-4 l 
,l\e'rJ)!l' .1nd 11.1, h,·,·n. 11.1111e•d .1, 
l he• ,,u t,t.111d111)! h.1d, ,>t the· 
)!.lllle' ,>n 111,, ,,,,.1,wn,. In thl' 
21-lh t.," ll> C,,rtl.md l.1,t \It'd,. 
h e' !! .I I Ill' d I I ll ~ .ir d, 111 2 3 
L'.lf rlt.''\. 
··we e''\l'e',te•d \Iii..,· t,, ,,>me· 
( hw11i;h r,,r 11,:· hl'.ld e·,,.1d1 J 1111 
B11tte•rf1e·ld ,,,111111e·nte•,l ··lk h.1, 
gle'Jl de'Slrl'. e"'\l'e'rle'll(e' .Ind 
good h.d.111e·e•. ,llld e".111 hit .1 h,>k 
with p<1wcr. 11c-·, .1 t,,ugh 1unne·1 
with .1 i;re..1! attittllk.'" 
\Vc:l,h heg..111 his f,h)(h.1ll 
..:JrL·er at Dansville High Sd10,>I 
undn the d1rectio11 ol he·ad 
..:oach Tom Vogl. a forme·r thrL'e' 
sport star at I.C ··ch1ppt·r·· .ind 
I.C. 's sc1)ior lim:ha..:l..a lknny 
Ley<len played tor u1HkfratL·d 
teams in their sophomort· and 
ju111or ycJr~. and w,·re· st.1n<lo11t 
three sport stars al DJnsvilk. 
1 n add1tw11 to his football 
acl1vit1es, Mike 1~ a lan,,s,e· 
letterman, and will sec pknt y ,,t 
midfield action this ,pnng for 
I.C. A physical education major, 
he plans to pursue a career in 
teaching and coadung when he 
graduates this next May. After· Victory 
K,011 is the ,o.Women'sTennisNips SU 3-2 Senior offensive guard Mark 
Boronski (Ware, Mass.) and 
sophomore defensive halfback 
Chuch Kroll (Scranton, Pa.) have 
been named as the honorary 
co-captains for Ithaca College's 
football game against Fordham 
this Saturday. 
Boronski was a major reason 
the Ithaca groung game rolled up 
4 2 l yards rushing in Jast 
Saturday's 30-13 win over 
Rochester Tech. Kroll made ten 
tackles and knocked down two 
passes to spark the defense. 
Sophomore fullback Dave 
Remick (Utica, N.Y.) was maned 
as the outstanding back of the 
RIT game,. after he rushed 17 
times for 236 yards to set a new 
Ithaca one game rushing mark. 
Senior offensive Bob Wojnar, 
(Auburn, N.Y.), who was 
opening holes all afternoon, was 
tabbed as the top lineman. In 
addition to t,!te above, Remick 
and Wojnar were named as the 
School's· "Athletes of the 
Week." 
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kroll of • 
417 East Market Street in 
Scranton, and is a 1970 graduate 
of Scranton High School where 
he played football under Emil 
Decantis. 
Remick is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Wilson Remick of 5505 
Woodlawn Place in Utica, N.Y., 
and is a 19 71 graduate of 
Whitesboro High School where 
he played his football under 
Harold Head and Dick 
Hawksley. 
Wojnar is the son of Mr. ana 
Mrs. Chester Wojnar of 57 Park 
Avenue in Auburn, and is a l 9~ 
graduate of Auburn East High 
School where he played his 
football under Bob Adams. 
Tortolon is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Anthony Tortolon of R0D. 
3 in Dundee, and is a 1971 
graduate of Dundee High School 
where he played his football 
under John Ballard. 
Lawler is the·son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Lawler of 470 
Morgan Street in Tonawanda, 
and is a 1969 ·graduate of 
Tonawanda High School where 
he played his football u,:ider 
Clinton Small. 
Sophomore defensive tackle 
George Tortolon (Dundee, N.Y.) 
was credited with the best hit of 
the game, and· senior. offensive 
t a c k l e. H a r r y· L a w I e r 
(Tonawanda,· N.Y.) earned 
' laurels as "hustler of the week." -- Boronski; Kroll, Remick and Lawler are majoring in Physical 
Boronslci is the son of Mr, and 
Mrs. Walter"Boronski of Ware 
Center .in Ware;' and· is a. 1969 
graduate; of Ware. High School 
where be· played football under 
Bob ,ecte_r. · 
--
· Education at Ithaca. Wojnar is a 
Business Administration major, 
and Tortolon is' a Chemistry 
major. 
By Nancy Reeve 
Ithaca College Women's 
Tennis team beat Syracuse 
University in a close match on 
Wednesday, Oct. 4th, with a 
score of 3-2. 
Playing I st doubles for Ithaca 
were Debbie Grunwald and Pam 
Haines. They won their match 
by a substantial lead, along with 
second doubles Barb Schlosser 
and Lyn Putnam. Three single 
matches were played, Michele 
Dexter, I st single, Janet Barr, 
2nd single, and Meri Lobel 3rd 
single. Meri Lobel won her 
match making the final score, 3-2 
Ithaca. 
The team's record is now 2-1, 
Ithaca, losing only to Cornell. 
Pam Haines and Debbie 
Grunwald are undefeated in the 
1972 season as Ithaca's 1st 
doubles. Two more games are 
scheduled for the team, one 
against Cortland and the other 
against Brockport. 
.,. 
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STEWART VICTOR AT GLEN 
Full /i(lce Coverage On JJ.22 
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ONCE A KNIGHT ENLISTED IN 
THE. KING'S DRAGOONS, 
AND FOR THE PRiCE OFA 6·PACK WHEREIN HIS TRUE. TALENTS 
OF SCHAEFER BEERE., HE WAS WOULI' BE. REVEALED., •• 
PROMISED A SPECIAL TEST ••• 
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